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ABSTRACT 
SIMULATION STUDIES OF PULSED VOLTAGE EFFECTS ON CELLS 
Jiahui Song 
Old Dominion University, 2010 
Director: Dr. Ravindra P. Joshi 
This dissertation research focuses on the new field of pulsed electric field interactions 
with biological cells. In particular, "Intracellular Electromanipulation" which has 
important biomedical applications, is probed. Among the various aspects studied, 
nanosecond, high-intensity pulse induced electroporation is one phenomena. It is 
simulated based on a coupled scheme involving the current continuity and Smoluchowski 
equations. A dynamic pore model can be achieved by including a dependence on the 
pore population density and a variable membrane tension. These changes make the pore 
formation energy E(r) self-adjusting and dynamic in response to pore formation. 
Additionally, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are also discussed as a more 
accurate, though computationally intensive, alternative. 
Besides inducing pores in cells, external voltages could also be used, in principle, to 
modulate action potential generation in nerves. The electric-field induced poration could 
block action potential propagation. This aspect has been studied by modifying the 
traditional cable model for nerves, by accounting for the increased membrane 
conductance and the altered membrane capacitance. This conduction block in nerves due 
to an electroporation related local short-circuit would be similar in concept to stopping 
the propagation of an air-pressure wave down a "leaky" pipe. 
This study also focuses on threshold process in cellular apoptosis induced by 
nanosecond, high-intensity electric pulses. In particular, the pulse number dependent cell 
survival trends are quantified based on a biophysical model of the cellular apoptotic 
processes. Time-dependent evolution of the caspase concentrations and the various 
molecular species are simulated. The numerical evaluations provide qualitative 
predictions of pulse number cell survival, the relative assessment of extrinsic and 
intrinsic pathways, and rough predictions of the time duration over which irreversible 
activation at the molecular level could be initiated by the electric pulses. Time dependent 
kinetics of the caspases as well as the various molecular species within the apoptotic 
pathway, were simulated using the rate equation model originally proposed by Bagci et al. 
Finally, an asymmetric electroporation model is presented. Electric pulsing pore 
energy and mechanical pore energy are studied. This has relevance to the flow of ions in 
and out of cells. 
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In order to predict or explain a complicated biological process, it is important to first 
construct mathematical models that can be used to yield analytical solutions. Through 
numerical simulation, mathematical model results can be used to test scenarios that might 
not be easily attained in a laboratory experiment, or to predict parameters or phenomena, 
and also to explain experimental data. Also, simulation models are usually not as costly 
as experimental work, and they take much less time. Hence, constructing mathematical 
models is a very useful tool for predicting, testing and quantitative understanding. 
Ultra-short, high-intensive pulse electroporation has been a very recent development 
in bioelectrics. Advantages of using short electric pulses include: (i) negligible thermal 
heating; (ii) large electric fields and peak powers, with a lower energy input; (iii) the 
possibility to select the desired time scales through pulse width manipulation; and (iv) the 
ability to penetrate the outer (plasma) membrane and create large trans-membrane 
potentials across sub-cellular organelles. 
The application of high-intensity, pulsed electric fields has led to the following 
significant observations: 
(i) Multiple electric shocks have been observed to do more irreversible damage than a 
single pulse, 
(ii) Irreversible cell damage occurs at the intracellular organelles [1]. 
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(iii) Calcium release has been observed from the intracellular endoplasmic reticulum in 
response to external voltage pulses [1,2]. 
(iv) Cell apoptosis has been observed [1, 3] for cells subjected to short electrical pulses. 
(v) Apoptotic behavior has been observed to depend on the pulse duration. 
(vi) The electroporation driven by ultra-short, high-intensive pulses can also be used in 
the temporary blockage of action potential propagation in whole-animal nerves. 
(vii) Such pulsing can be a method to kill unhealthy (i.e., tumor) cells [4, 5]. This would 
have great benefits in the treatment of diseases such as cancer. 
(vii) The electrical pulsing can also open pores in cell membranes. This can lead to 
electrically modulated changes in transport through membranes and into cells. For 
example, drugs or genes could be forced into targeted cells by first opening them through 
electrical pulsing. 
1.2 Scope of This Research 
Application of an electric field can cause poration at cell membranes. This includes 
the outer plasma membrane, as well as the membranes of intracellular organelles. In 
order to analyze and predict such electroporation effects, it becomes necessary to first 
evaluate the electric fields and the transmembrane voltages. This information can then be 
used to assess changes in the pore formation energy that finally yields the pore 
distributions and their radii based on the Smolchowski equation. The dynamic pore 
model can be achieved by including a dynamic aspect and a dependence on the pore 
population density into pore formation energy equation. These changes make the pore 
formation energy E(r) self-adjusting in response to pore formation without causing 
uncontrolled growth and expansion. 
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Besides inducing pores in cells, external voltages could also be used in principle to 
modulate action potential generation in nerves. Numerical evaluations of membrane 
pores and their dynamic evolution in response to an applied high-intensity, short-duration 
(nanosecond) electric pulse were carried out to obtain values of an additional time-
dependent membrane conductance GSh which accounts for the poration induced by the 
high-intensity short-duration electric pulsing. The role of the electrical pulsing is to let 
the neural fiber inhibit the propagation of an electrical signal. This could have an 
application in electrically controlled "pain management." 
Apoptosis plays a central role in the development of all multicellular organisms and 
in maintaining their homeostatic balance [6-8]. There are multiple apoptotic pathways; 
among them are the so-called extrinsic pathway instigated at the cellular plasma 
membrane and the intrinsic, mitochondrial-initiated process. The role and extent of 
electric field modifications of the apoptotic pathways are unclear. A simple model-based 
rate equation treatment of the various cellular bio-chemical processes has been used to 
predict the pulse number dependent cell survival trends. Possible consequences of the 
applied field are conjectured and discussed in this dissertation research. 
Finally, almost all previous analysis of electric field effects on cells have been based 
on the concept of cylindrical pores. However, it is conceivable that the pore shape is not 
cylindrical, that they can dynamically change over time, or perhaps even display some 
shape asymmetry. An asymmetric pore shape would be indicative of differences in 
current flow directionality and asymmetric current-voltage (I-V) relationships. Pore 
formation energy and both electrical and mechanical contributions to the pore energy that 
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governs poration are discussed in this work. This forms the basis of a model-based 
argument for the existence of asymmetric electropores. 
Chapter 2 of this dissertation provides a literature review of the research on 
electroporation and reported contributions in the general field of bioelectrics. 
Descriptions of an improved pore area dependent energy model and some molecular 
dynamics (MD) simulation work are given in Chapter 3. High-intensity electric pulse 
induced action potential block in whole-animal nerves based on a model, and the 
threshold process in cellular apoptosis induced by nanosecond, high-intensity electric 
pulses are described in detail in this chapter. Discussions and the mathematical details of 
possible asymmetric electroporation are also included. Details of the various simulation 
results obtained and related problem discussions are given and explained in Chapter 4. A 
summary and conclusion of the present research is given in Chapter 5. This last chapter 
also includes comments on possible future work. 
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW AND BACKGROUND 
2.1 Introduction of Nanosecond, High-Intensity Electric Pulse Based Bioelectric 
Effects 
Endogenous electric fields (EFs) have been used in biology for hundreds of years and 
have been shown to have significant effects on many facets of cellular biology. Some of 
these effects are generated by low EFs and DC currents. For example, low EFs have been 
used to affect development [11], promote regeneration [12], arrest cell proliferation, 
generate action potentials [13], as well as promote cell shape changes, motility, 
locomotion and cell migration [14], which are all important for embryonic development 
and wound healing. These observations re-inforce the idea that EFs are generated in vivo 
and cells respond to them as a means of carrying out functions important for life. This is 
also a decidedly crucial factor for the healing of wounds as fibroblasts follow EFs to 
close a wound. 
The use of intense EFs has provided biological advantages for fusing cells to produce 
monoclonal antibodies [15], delivering drugs and genes to cells and tissues for analysis of 
gene expression, for therapeutic application in cancer treatment [16-18], and for 
eliminating cancer cells as a means of cancer therapy [19-20, 31, 114]. Another use of 
electric fields is in porating cellular membranes - a process commonly referred to as 
electroporation - for purposes of introducing molecules and drugs into cells. 
Traditionally, electric pulse durations in the microsecond range and field intensities of 
about 1-10 kV/cm were used for electroporation [21]. A practical application was the 
injection of drugs (i.e., electrochemotherapy) or to facilitate gene transfer through the 
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outer plasma membranes [22-23]. The use of electric pulses with very high fields (~ 
lOOkV/cm or higher) and pulse durations in the nanosecond range [24-25] in 
electroporation has been a recent development. As a non-thermal tool (heating less than 
1°C [39, 45]), such high-intensity, nanosecond, pulsed electric fields (nsPEFs) have been 
shown to be capable of affecting both the plasma membrane and reaching the interior 
cellular organelles [26, 61, 95]. Biological applications include non-thermal destruction 
of micro-organisms [27-28], killing of tumor cells [29], temporary blockage of action 
potential propagation in nerves [43, 50], and disruption of voltage-gated channels [30]. 
The nsPEFs can create high-density nanometer-sized pores in cell plasma membranes as 
well as membranes covering the various inner-organnelles [51-53] if the pulses are 
judiciously selected. 
2.1.1 Electroporation of Cell Membranes 
Membranes are largely composed of amphiphilic lipids, which normally assemble 
into bilayer structures. This highly insulating configuration produces a large energy 
barrier to transmembrane ionic transport. Thus, the membranes of living cells have the 
capacity for selective absorption. However, the integrity of membranes can be destroyed 
when a strong external electric field is present and aqueous pores start to be formed in the 
membrane (Figure 1). These will lead to an increase in transmembrane conductivity and 
diffusive permeability. These effects will also alter the electrical potential across the 
membrane. This process is collectively called electroporation. These electrical induced 
pores are commonly called "electropores." Their presence allows molecules, ions, and 
water to pass from one side of the membrane to the other without limiting selectivity. 
After the external electrical pulse is ceased, the pores close automatically in minutes or 
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may never close leading to irreversibility and potential cell death. These effects are 
critically dependent on the duration and magnitude of the applied pulse. The reversible 
process of electroporation can be used to inject large molecules, such as DNA, or some 
suitable drugs, which would otherwise not go into the cell due to the selectivity of the 
membrane and the small size of the embedded ionic channels. The irreversible process 
can be used to destroy cells such as tumor cells in a localized manner. 
Figure 1. MD snapshots of the electroporation process in a DPPC membrane when applied £ 
Held is 0.01 V/nm with a 10 ns duration, a 1.5 ns rise time, and 1.5 ns fall time, (a) Intitial 
configuration at t - 0 ns; (b) structural rearrangement begins at the membrane bottom at about 
t=4.8 ns; 9c) a pore predicted to form at t = 5.3 ns. The positively polarized choline groups are 
colored blue, and the negatively polarized phosphatidyl group brown, the glycerol green, the tails 
cyan. The oxygens in water molecules are red and hydrogens are white [67]. 
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2.1.2 Application of Electric Fields to Drug Delivery and Gene Transfer 
Ex vivo applications of electroporation have involved blood cells, treated outside the 
body, with reintroduction to provide therapy [9]. White cells are larger than red blood 
cells and can be electroporated to load drugs into white cells in the presence of red cells 
[9]. Platelet cells can also be loaded [10]. Manipulation of the oxygen binding capability 
of red cells [31] and electroinsertion of appropriate proteins into the red cell membrane 
[32] are both under sufficiently electroporation conditions. 
In vivo applications include the local delivery of potent but relatively membrane 
impermeable anticancer drugs into solid tumors [33-34]. Electrochemotherapy (ECT) has 
now reached clinical trials [35-36]. Experiments show that orders of magnitude more 
bleomycin is delivered into cell interiors than by passive permeation [37]. 
Gene therapy is of great interest by using a virus to introduce foreign DNA into cells 
[37]. A physical method such as local tissue electroporation is of interest because there 
are several problems for viral methods [80- 81, 92-94, 103-104]. DNA is first introduced 
into a tissue, and then electrical pulses are applied to electroporate the cells of a tissue 
within a treatment volume [37]. 
Both ECT and localized gene therapy are examples of drug delivery, in which a 
therapeutic agent is introduced into desired regions or cells within the human body [37]. 
Drug delivery is a significant research area [38], especially minimally invasive drug 
delivery such as transdermal drug delivery [37]. Because controlled delivery through the 
skin can be located outside the body and is unobtrusive, the technology is potentially 
valuable [37]. 
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2.1.3 Nanosecond, High-Intensity Electric Pulses Induced Cellular Apoptosis 
More recently it has been shown that nanosecond, high-intensity electric pulses can 
also cause shrinkage and even complete elimination of melanoma tumors [40]. 
Applications include bacterial decontamination and tumor treatment. 
A general goal of electromanipulation is to evoke controlled cellular responses from 
the applied electric pulses. While reversible and temporary changes are often desired (e.g., 
for drug or gene delivery), irreversible effects or apoptotic cell killing can also be 
important objectives in certain other situations. The latter include bio-decontamination, 
targeted elimination of tumor cells, or growth factor activation. However, for precise 
control in achieving the desired outcomes, one needs to better understand the boundaries 
of these two regimes, the critical parameters that guide the system towards one outcome 
or the other, and the underlying biophysical mechanisms and processes. 
A threshold effect is always observed, with cell survival being the eventual outcome 
if either the field intensities or number of pulses (or both) are not sufficiently high [39, 
41]. One of the most complete cell viability studies under nanosecond electric pulsing 
was reported by Pakhomov et al. [39, 42]. In one study [42], the viability of human 
lymphoma cells (U937 and Jurkat cells) to multiple 10 ns pulses was studied using 
Trypan Blue uptake as the indicator for cell death in over 200 samples. Trypan Blue was 
added 24 hours after pulsing to ensure that cell recovery, which occurs on a much faster 
timescale, was not an issue. Results obtained at various electric field intensities versus 
the number of pulses revealed an initial horizontal plateau, followed by a near-
exponential fall off beyond a characteristic threshold. Furthermore, the "shoulder" for 
each cell type (Jurkat and U937) had a different value. In the other reported study [39], 
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the 24-hour U937 cell survival was tracked in response to repetitive 50kV/cm and 150 
kV/cm pulses of 10-ns duration at 2 and 1 Hertz, respectively. A pulse number threshold 
was observed with almost no effect on cell killing until about 1000 pulses for the 50 
kV/cm case. 
2.1.4 Nerve Stimulation Through Electrical Pulsing 
Action Potential (AP) block in nerves has been explored for over a decade now. It is 
well known that the application of electrical voltages, including DC and high frequency 
AC can reversibly block the conduction of action potentials across nerves. Though other 
methods of achieving nerve conduction blockage such as pressure application, 
temperature lowering, and chemical and pharmacological means exist, none can be as fast 
acting, localized, and yet reversible as electrical stimulation [43-46]. Cessation of 
biological electrical signaling pathways can have a variety of applications in 
neurophysiology, clinical research, neuromuscular simulation therapy, muscular and 
sensory incapacitation. For example, pudendal nerve conduction block during micturition 
can reduce urethral pressure or help relieve chronic pain from a site of peripheral nerve 
injury [43, 47-48]. The blocking ability is progressive from larger to smaller nerve fibers, 
and has been used in muscle activation and fatigue reduction. The concept of arresting 
AP propagation on command through external electrical stimulation could open up the 
possibility of temporary incapacitation with applications to crowd control. 
The generation and propagation of an action potential in a nerve fiber is triggered by 
perturbations in trans-membrane potential that activate ionic flows through voltage-gated 
sodium and potassium channels. As first proposed by Hodgkin-Huxley [49] and Huxley-
Frankenhaeuser [36], a trans-membrane potential greater than a threshold initiates 
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depolarization. By disrupting the trans-membrane potentials at localized nerve points 
downstream (relative to the initial point of stimulation), it becomes possible to arrest 
action potential propagation. A simple-minded approach is through the application of an 
external dc bias near a nerve. For a propagation action potential (initiated, for example, 
by a depolarizing voltage), the application of a positive bias on the outer region of the 
nerve would prevent the local potential from reaching the requisite negative value [50]. 
This would effectively impede AP propagation and hence block nerve conduction. 
However, the prolonged DC bias can itself inject localized currents and charge the axonal 
membranes, thereby launching its own AP. Also, sharp rise times for the DC biasing 
would lead to large capacitive charging and have the same undesirable effect of self-
launching an AP. Hence, the rise and fall times of any applied DC bias need to be 
sufficiently large. Furthermore, long durations or repetitive DC biasing can potentially 
cause tissue damage due to internal heating. For effective suppression of this deleterious 
effect, the net energy needs to be sufficiently small. Finally, for DC pulses it is practically 
difficult to achieve reliable conduction blockages for all possible propagating APs since 
the timing and sequence of propagating action potentials are not known a priori. 
Though the application of high frequency blocking signals alleviates some of the 
problems with DC biasing, including reducing heat generation and making it more 
difficult to self-launch action potentials, potential difficulties remain. The frequency of 
operation now begins to play an important role in the blocking effectiveness. A frequency 
bandwidth for AP extinction exists, and stimulation that is either too fast or too slow 
cannot provide a conduction block. A very low frequency bias signal will not have 
sufficient time to disrupt an approaching action potential, while a very fast oscillatory 
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signal will effectively present a net zero average perturbation [50, 114]. In addition, 
continuous AC signals can contribute to heating. 
High intensity, short-duration electric pulses (HISDEPs) block nerve conduction by 
modulating the membrane conductivity through the electroporation process. Formation of 
a high pore density would increase the local membrane conductivity and effectively 
"short-out" the trans-membrane potential of a nerve in the vicinity of the pulsing 
electrode. The net effect would be a disruption in the requisite trans-membrane potential 
shift required to sustain AP propagation [18-20, 50]. The use of HISDEPs for conduction 
blockage appears to offer the following advantages [48]. 
(a) Negligible heating, due to the low energy content of each pulse. This would minimize 
any possible tissue damage and allow repetitive pulsing to achieve the desired effects for 
selected durations. 
(b) Reversibility of such HISDEPs effects due to the resealing of membrane nano-pores 
created by the external voltage. Hence, a permanent effect would be avoided. 
(c) Fast turn-on (~ tens of nanoseconds), and provision of spatially tailoring the effect. 
(d) Unlike the DC or AC excitation, it would be more difficult to "self-launch" action 
potentials which require depolarization over micro-second time scales or longer. The 
porated regions of the membrane would effectively clamp the local trans-membrane 
potential to near-zero values. Also, the nanosecond pulse termination would produce a 
negative voltage change with time and, hence, a strong negative displacement current. 
This would cause the membrane potentials to fall sharply back to their resting potentials 
well before the microsecond time scales that are typically required for launching action 
potentials [50]. 
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2.1.5 Electrical Stimulation Based Chemical Release ad Cell Signaling 
Calcium release has been observed from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) in response 
to external voltage pulses [2, 54, 95], with many of the experiments being conducted in 
the absence of extracellular calcium. External voltage triggering of Ca release could be 
a vital element in artificially inducing cell signaling. Since intracellular Ca release leads 
to some uptake by the mitochondria, such voltage-triggered Ca release could potentially 
have secondary effects on the mitochondria. Alterations in the mitochondrial membrane 
potential due to cationic entry is a possibility. Such transmembrane voltage changes are 
known to trigger opening of the permeability transition pore [55-56], leading to 
cytochrome c release and cellular apoptosis. 
Calcium modulation is an important signaling process and could even contribute to 
cell apoptosis through ionic induced perturbations in transmembrane potential at the 
mitochondria. The present numerical study has been reported [94] to probe the time- and 
spatially dependent modulation of calcium dynamics through the application of external 
voltages. A two-step coupled model was used in that analysis. First, the distributed 
solution for cellular electric fields in response to an externally applied voltage was 
obtained. This was based on a distributed electrical circuit model coupled with the 
Smoluchowski equation [38] for membrane dynamics. This output was then combined 
with the continuum Li-Rinzel model [57] for calcium flow. The results were shown to be 
in agreement with the observed calcium dynamics in the absence of extracellular calcium. 
A modest increase (roughly doubling) of the cellular calcium was predicted that agreed 
with several reports [51]. No oscillations were predicted, again in keeping with 
experimental reports. A quantitative explanation for the lack of such oscillatory behavior, 
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based on the density dependent calcium fluxes, was provided. A net recovery period of 
about 5 minutes following an external E pulse was also obtained. This agreed with 
experimental data and sets the limit for a possible memory effect within cells. It is 
possible that at much higher electric fields (e.g., 150 kV/cm and higher as routinely 
achieved at the Center for Bioelectrics, ODU), the response might become more 
interesting. The mitochondria and PM would probably get porated, and high 
transmembrane fields might induce alterations in the IP3 channel functionality. The latter 
could be analyzed through coupled molecular-dynamics-generalized Born techniques and 
efforts in this regard. Other interesting situations include the application of periodic, 
repetitive external voltage wave forms with variable frequency and duty cycles for 
triggering constructive interference with the natural oscillatory cellular calcium 
phenomena. 
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2.2 Some Experimental Results Reported in the Literature 
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Figure 2. As the pulse number durations and/or the electric field intensities decrease, effects on the 
plasma membrane (PM) decrease. Jurkat cells (panels A and B) and HJ-60 cells (panels C and D) 
were maintained in log phase growth, washed and re-suspended in Hanks Balanced Salt Solution in 
the absence of calcium and magnesium. Cells (130 ul, 1 x 106 cells ml"1) were exposed in 
electroporation cuvettes to pulsed electric field conditions as indicated in the presence of ethidium 
homodimer-1 as a marker for plasma membrane integrity. Immediately after treatment with pulsed 
electric fields (5-10 min) 15000 cells were analyzed by flow cytometry and Cell Quest software [61]. 
Recently, concrete experimental data were presented showing that as the pulse 
duration decreases effects on the plasma membrane would decrease [61]. For example, 
Figure 2 shows Jurkat or HL-60 cells that were exposed to pulsed fields with durations of 
10 or 60 ns and the number and amplitude of the pulses were varied [61]. The cells were 
treated with the pulses in the presence of ethidium homodimer-1, a fluorescent, and then 
analyzed by flow cytometry [61]. The level of fluorescence is a direct indicator of levels 
of effects on plasma membrane electroporation [61]. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show for any 
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given electric field, effects on plasma membrane integrity were less for the shorter pulses 
[61]. Figures 2(c) and 2(d) show results from HL-60 cells. Pulse durations of 10 ns and 
60 ns were used, with a similar total energy input. The effects on the plasma membrane 
were seen to be stronger with increasing pulse number for both 10 and 60 ns pulses, but 
the effects were stronger for the longer 60 ns pulse, as compared to the 10 ns duration 
[61]. 
Cell apoptosis has been observed for cells subjected to short electrical pulses. Figure 
3 shows data on caspase activity in Jurkat cells subjected to a single pulse of variable 
duration but fixed total energy of 1.7 J/cc. Three pulse durations 10 ns, 60 ns and 300 ns 
were used. The main result is longer duration pulses are seen to produce stronger 















Figure 3. Data showing caspase activity in Jurkat cells subjected to a single pulse of variable 
duration, but fixed total energy of 1.7 J/cc. Longer duration pulses are seen to produce stronger 
apoptotic response [38]. 
The effect of short electrical pulses on the cell nucleus has been explored by using 
acridine orange (AO), a vital fluorescent dye [62]. A 10 ns, 65 kV/cm pulse was applied 






intensity in the nucleus with a time constant of approximately 3 minutes [63]. Figure 4 
shows the decrease in fluorescence in the nucleus correlates to an increase in 
fluorescence in the entire cytoplasm. These results show that nanosecond pulses cause an 
increase in the permeability of the nuclear membrane [63]. 
Figure 4. Images of HL-60 cells before and 15 inin after applying a 10 ns, 60 kV/cm pulse. The cells 
were stained with acridine orange (AO) a stain that indicates DNA damage [63]. 
Experiments also show calcium is released from the intracellular endoplasmic 
reticulum in response to external voltage pulses [63]. After being exposed to a 60 ns, 100 
kV/cm pulse, the release of calcium was observed within the first 18 ms and reaches a 
maximum in less than a second before it decreases in an exponential manner over 2-3 
minutes (Figure 5) [63]. 
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Figure 5. (A) A Jurkat cell stained with Bodipy Brefeldin A 558/568, a dye primarily taken up in the 
endoplasmic reticulum thus indicating the location of this organelle inside the cell. (B) Within 18 ms 
after the application of a 60 ns pulsed electric field of 100 kV/cm a Jurkat cell shows an increase in 
intracellular calcium, here indicated by the fluorescent marker Fluo-4 AM. The comparison of both 
images shows that calcium is first released from the area of the endoplasmic reticulum and 
subsequently increases over the entire cell volume as seen with increasing fluorescence intensity [63]. 
2.3 Simulation Schemes for Predicting Bioelectric Effects 
There has been a general consensus that there must be a trade-off between the level of 
detail and efficiency in simulating bio-cellular responses in order to achieve long time 
and length-scale results. At the highest level of detail, there are the atomistic models [58-
60]. Such atomistic [also referred to as Molecular Dynamics (MD)] simulations yield 
insights into the atomic structure and configurations of membranes and organnelles; 
however, they are unable to simulate long time scales (e.g., over 50 ns) or large systems 
such as whole-cells. Alternatively, different levels of coarse graining were attempted in 
order to achieve longer time and length scales. These include molecular simulations using 
lattice and off-lattice models [58, 134]. These models do not take into consideration the 
atomistic details and are still not efficient enough to simulate large systems over long 
time periods (e.g., over 1 ms). At the next level of coarse graining are mesoscopic models 
such as the continuum and Lattice Boltzmann models [58, 135]. In summary, each of the 
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approaches mentioned above can be successful in shedding light on specific aspects of 
cellular responses at the various time-scales and level of details. However, if the aim is to 
simulate the full behavior of a large system including all the intricate details then an 
approach needs to be developed that takes into account both atomistic and continuum 
scales. Such simulation techniques are commonly referred to as "multi-scale" models [59, 
136-141]. 
2.3.1 Molecular Dynamics 
Molecular dynamics (MD) is the most basic approach to understanding electric field-
membrane interactions on a nanoscale. MD is a time-dependent, many-body, kinetic 
scheme that follows the trajectories of N-interaction bodies subject to chosen external 
fields. It is a microscopic approach that specifically treats every atom within the chosen 
simulation region [32]. It relies on the application of classical Newtonian mechanics for 
the dynamic movement of ions and neutral atoms, taking account of the many-body 
interactions within a realistic molecular representation of the bio-system [63]. The results 
of MD calculations shed light on the physics of such interactions, and provide 
information on critical electric fields for field-membrane interactions [63]. 
This method is superior to continuum approaches for the following reasons [63]: (i) it 
allows for the inclusion of collective, many-body interaction potentials at the nanoscale 
level; (ii) dynamic screening and dynamic variations in the internal force fields and 
potentials are automatically included; (iii) it avoids the "mean-field" approximations; (iv) 
it provides for a natural inclusion of noise and statistical fluctuations; (v) it facilitates 
self-consistent transport calculations without invoking arbitrary fitting parameters such as 
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the mobility; (vi) it easily facilitates the incorporation of arbitrary defects and non-
uniformities, as well as complex geometries. 
MD is essential in the present context of high-voltage, ultra-short pulses for the 
following reasons [63]: (a) the highly non-equilibrium situation precludes the use of 
"mean-field", "quasi-equilibrium", or "averaged-continuum" theories; (b) since bio-
responses such as conformational changes, poration, etc. are all based on the movement 
of a small number of actual molecules, a nano-scale atomic-level treatment becomes 
critical to capture the realistic picture; (c) it also circumvents the need to introduce 
simulation parameters such as diffusion and rate constants that may not be well 
characterized or might have values that differ from their assumed equilibrium levels. 
2.3.2 Smoluchowski-Based Continuum Theory and Rate Equation Analyses for 
Kinetics 
In keeping with the literature, predictions of pore generation, growth and size-
evolution could be based on continuum Smoluchowski theory, with the following 
governing equation for the pore density distribution function n(r, t), with r being the pore 
radius [44]: 
dn(r,t) D
 yd[n(r,t)-dE(r)/dr] ^ 82n(r,t) 
dt kBT 6r dr2 
where S(r) is the source term, D is the pore diffusion constant, T the operating 
temperature, and ke the Boltzmann constant. Generally, the formation of pores is 
assumed to be a two-step process. All pores are initially created as hydrophobic, at a rate 
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where vc is an attempt rate density, E(r) the energy for hydrophobic pores, T the 
operating temperature, and ke the Boltzmann constant. If a hydrophobic pore is created 
with a radius r>r*(=0.5nm), it transforms into a hydrophilic pore. Then all hydrophilic 
pores survive as long as their radii remain larger than r*. Destruction of a hydrophilic 
pore occurs only if it drifts or diffuses in r-space to a value below r* [44]. 
It is thus clear from equations (2.3.1) and (2.3.2) that the energy E(r) is the most 
important entity that governs the pore formation, growth and decay. This energy E(r), 
which is a function of the pore radius "r," determines the "drift flux" for pores in r-space 
and the formation rate. It depends on several factors such as the membrane tension, the 
applied voltage and associated stored electrostatic energy, and steric repulsion. The 
published and accepted models of E(r) for hydrophobic and hydrophilic pores, 
respectively, are [44, 112, 115-117, 119]: 
E(r) = 27r-h-r-a(oD)-I^r/r^ -^-a-V2-r2, (2.3.3a) 
h(r,ro) 
E(r) = 27r-r-r-jr27r-T(r*)-r*-dr*+(C/rY-7r-ap-V2-r2 . (2.3.3b) 
In the above, Ii and Io are the modified Bessel functions of the zeroth and first order, 
respectively, h is the membrane thickness, o"(co) is a constant equal to 5x10" Nm" , while 
ro is a characteristic length scale over which the properties of water change between the 
interface and the bulk, taken to equal lnm [44]. The (C/r)4 term in equation (2.3.3b) 
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accounts for steric repulsion between the lipid heads lining the pore, and contributes to an 
increase in energy with shrinking radius [44]. The typical value of C was chosen to be 
9.67*10"15 J025 m [126]. The last term n-ap -V2 -r2in equation (2.3.3b) represents the 
capacitive contribution to the energy in the presence of a trans-membrane potential "V." 
The coefficient ap is a property of the membrane and its aqueous environment. In the 
simplest continuum approximation, it is expressed in terms of the membrane thickness 
"h" and the permittivities "sw" and "sm" of water and the membrane, respectively, as ap = 
(ew - £m)/(2h) [44]. y represents the energy per unit length of the pore perimeter, while T 
is the energy per unit area of the intact membrane which is usually taken to be a constant 
parameter [126], yielding the following formation energy expression for hydrophilic 
pores [44]: 
E{r) = 27vyr-7r-TQ-r2 +{ClrY -£w~£m -n-V2 -r2. (2.3.4) 
2h 
Typical values for the various parameters are given in Table I [64]. The inadequacies 
of using a constant surface tension are elucidated by considering the predicted voltage-
dependent behavior. Plots of E(r) based on equation (2.3.4) are given in Figure 6. For the 
zero voltage curve, a local minima occurs roughly at 0.8 nm (corresponding to the most 
likely pore size under steady-state equilibrium conditions), and a local maxima at about 
18nm. Hence, all pores with radii less than 18 nm, would tend to drift towards smaller 
values in r-space. The monotonic increase in pore energy below 18 nm would force pores 
to shrink in size and approach the dynamically stable radius of 0.8 nm [44]. However, 
pores having radii greater than this threshold would drift uncontrollably towards larger 
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values and expand without bound. Irreversible breakdown and cell rupture would, 
therefore be the predicted result for pores exceeding the stability threshold radius of 18 
nm [44]. At the higher voltage of 0.2 V, both the peak energy and radius of the local 
maxima shift. The radius for stability reduces to about 5.8 nm. However, for 0.4 V 
transmembrance potential, the maximum is virtually eliminated. This represents the 
minimum voltage that would lead to cellular breakdown under this model, provided the 
voltage was applied long enough to enable pores to grow beyond the 18 nm critical 
threshold [44]. At the higher voltages of 0.6 V and 0.8 V, the local maxima disappears, 
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Figure 6. The Pore formation energy E(r) of hydrophilic pores for various membrane voltages [45]. 
The simple energy model is incorrect and unphysical for the following reasons [44]. (i) 
As evident from Figure 6, there is no barrier for V > 0.4 V. However, from experimental 
data, much higher membrane voltages of about 1.0 V for long times are required [44] for 
irreversible breakdown and membrane rupture, (ii) The use of a constant surface tension 
becomes questionable as the mechanical properties of cells are expected to change by 
deformation and changes in membrane area caused by the Maxwell stress tensor 
associated with an externally applied voltage. Molecular dynamics simulations of lipid 
bilayers demonstrate variations in the tension with the membrane area [66]. Since tension 
is proportional to the membrane area, at least to first order, it follows that pore formation 
will lead to variations in Y that are proportional to the square of the pore radius [54]. In 
order to account for this variability, a simple heuristic model was proposed [65] 
describing the tension as: T(r) = To[l - r 2 /^ 2 ] , with r^ being a constant parameter. It 
follows that pore formation and growth will lead to reduction of the T parameter. The 
primary effect of such variations in T would be the creation of an additional local 
V = 0.0w 
Vs0.2v 
V.0.4V 
V = 0.6v 
V = S.8v 
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minimum in the pore energy function E(r) which would force the pores to stabilize at 
some large radius instead of expanding without bound. However, it is important to note 
that the parameter r^ of the heuristic model [65] should not be taken as a constant; instead 
it should be a time and/or voltage dependent variable to include dynamic effects that 
would increase the cost of creating additional pores and work to stabilize the pore 
population, (iii) The formation energy E(r) in equation (2.3.4) is independent of the pore 
population and density. However, since the lipid bilayer is essentially elastic and 
incompressible, it follows that changes in the pore area at constant surfactant molecules, 
must cause changes in the interfacial free energy [44]. The increased interdigitation of the 
alkyl chains was invoked as the physical mechanism for changes in both the free energy 
and r [44]. Dependence of the collective pore area and possible pore-pore interaction 
effects on the parameters of equation (2.3.4) need to be taken into account [44]. The 
simple energy model is the independent pore model, and is inadequate as the pore 
population increases, (iv) The parameters in equation (2.3.4) are constant, and there is no 
dependence on the dynamical evolution of the pores. Not only should E(r) depend on the 
pore density "n," but also the magnitude and profile must vary with time in accordance to 
n(r, t) [44]. Such a mechanism would make E(r) self-adjusting in response to n(r, t), and 
not cause uncontrolled pore growth and expansion. It is clear that decreases in surface 
tension due to pore formation would increase the cost of creating pores that halt further 
growth and stabilize the pore population. 
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CHAPTER III 
MODELING AND SIMULATION DETAILS 
3.1 An Improved Pore Area Dependent Energy Model 
Application of an electric field can cause poration at cell membranes. This includes 
the outer plasma membrane as well as the membranes of intracellular organelles. In order 
to analyze and predict such electroporation effects, it becomes necessary to first evaluate 
the electric fields and the transmembrane voltages. This information can then be used to 
assess changes in the pore formation energy that finally yields the pore distributions and 
their radii based on the Smolchowski equation. The details of evaluating the 
transmembrane voltage are given next, followed by details of a dynamic pore formation 
model. 
3.1.1 Distributed Circuit Calculations 
An approach to calculate the trans-membrane potential is through a time-domain 
nodal analysis involving a distributed equivalent circuit representation of a cell and its 
membrane structures. The dynamic membrane electric field can then be obtained from 
the time-dependent trans-membrane voltage [45]. The entire cell can be broken up into 
finite segments, and each segment represented by a parallel RC combination to account 
for the current flow and charging effects [45]. 
The computational region is a sphere that includes the cell, its substructure, and the 
surrounding suspension medium. It is discretized in r and 0 directions as shown in Figure 
7 [45]. For simplicity, only a quarter of the computational region is considered. The 
plasma membrane is taken as an integral unit, i.e., this subregion is not further discretized. 
For each element, the current continuity equation is of the form [45]: 
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V . ( J + ^ ) = 0 , (3.1.1) 
at 
where J is the current density and D the electric displacement vector. For interior nodes, 
Eq. (3.1.1) can be rewritten in the following form: 
S ( ^ + ^ ) * x ^ = Z / » = 0 , (3.1.2) 
i=l VI
 k=i 
where I5 and 16 are currents along the z direction, Ak the surface area, E the electric field, 
s the permittivity, and a the conductivity. Considerations of geometric symmetry of the 
computation region leads to I5 = 16 =0 due to the equi-potentials. Consequently, one 
obtains the following equation discretized in space and time [45]: 
V'i-u-V'ij
 A V'MJ-V'U . V'u-x-V'ij A V'u^-V'u . 
<yx — Ax +a2 - -A2 +cr3 -A3 + a4—— -A4 
Ar Ar rAO rA6 
+
 ~ K : : ) A \ + ~ v 1 1 >Ai At Ar Ar At Ar Ar 
, £3(VMU-I-V,+\J V'ij-i-Vlu)A , S4(V'+lu+l-yt+\j V'u+i-V'u^ 
At Ar Ar At Ar Ar 
= 0, 
(3.1.3) 
In the above, Vy1 denotes the potential at node (i, j) at time t with i = 0, 1, ..., n and j 
= 0, 1, ..., m. The areas Ai through A4 are shown in Figure 7. Also, o\ through a^ and si 
through 84 are conductivities and permittivities, respectively, at faces 1-4. Thus, if a node 
is within the same environmental medium, all the a values will be the same. However, 
for nodes on a membrane, ai would be different from 02. 
In order to reduce the computation load, special boundary conditions were applied, 
and only a quarter of the entire computational region was considered based on the 
inherent symmetry. Nodes with j = 0 and j = m had to be treated carefully. Only Ii, I2 and 
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j = 0, 1. 2...m 
Figure 7. Schematic of one-quarter of the model used to represent a cell for the distributed electrical 
calculation. The dotted box shows a typical element with current flows [45]. 
I4 are nonzero since the targeted element only has 5 faces as face 3 shrinks to a line. For j 
= 0 and 0 < i < n, (3.1.3) becomes [45]: 
<r, '\ J- (r + — ) 2 [cos 0 - cos(0 + —-)] + <r2 J- -
Ar 2 2 Ar 
+ cr 
V'- • - V ' - • 
rAO 
A T \ 2 
1
 [uus a — ws\a 
•(rAr)sin(0 + — ) + -*-( 
(r - — f [cos 0 - cos(0 + — ) ] A0X 
2 
A0. ex ,V,+li-ij-V'\j V',-i.j -Vij., Ar,2r . , „ A0S 
At Ar Ar 
-)(r + — y[-l-cos(0 + — )] 
e2 ,V'+lM,j -V'+li,j V'M.J-V'UJ 




)(>•-— )2[-i-cos(0 + — ) ] 
£*,V'"i.j*-Vt+\.j V'i,j+l-V'ij. . . . . A0. . 
— ( — -) x rAr sm(<9 + ) = 0. 
At rA0 rA6 2 (3.1.4) 
In the above, 0 = 7 t + j x A 0 = 7t and A G is (7i/2)/m. For an electric field applied 
along the r direction, potential at a node with i = n is zero. Nodes with index j = 0 are 
equipotentials, so Vj,m = Vnj = 0. Another boundary condition to be considered is for 
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nodes with i = 0. The potentials of such nodes are calculated as VOJ = -EoRcosO, for 
j=0,l,...,m, where Eois the externally applied electrical field, and R is the radius of the 
computational region. 
Combined with the boundary conditions discussed above, one gets N equations for 
the N unknown node voltages. These N equations can easily be solved through matrix 
inversion of the form Ax = B. Here, A is a sparse coefficient matrix. Potential on each 
node is updated at each time step based on the value of the externally applied field. 
3.1.2 Dynamic Pore Model 
The dynamic pore model can be achieved by including a dynamic aspect and a 
dependence on the pore population density into equation (2.3.4). These changes make the 
pore formation energy E(r) self-adjusting in response to pore formation, without causing 
uncontrolled growth and expansion. The energy equation (2.3.4) can be modified as 
follows: 
E(r) = 2TT •
 r • r - J ' ' in -Teff(r*)- r* -dr* +(C / r)4 - n -Sw ~ S m -V2 -r\ (3.1.5) 
where Teff is a variable membrane tension. It could be expressed in the presence of pore 
area Ap as [45]: 
rrf(^B) = rrf(^ = o ) — - ^ pi- , (3.1.6) 
where A is the total area of a lipid bilayer, and Ao is the equilibrium area at which the 
effective tension is zero. It follows that the effective tension can be positive, zero or even 
negative [64]. The zero level corresponds to a situation where the pore area Ap = A - Ao. 
For higher pore area (i.e., larger average pores), the Teff value can be negative as the 
membrane is under compression [64]. 
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3.2 High-Intensity Electric Pulse Induced Action Potential Block in Whole-Animal 
Nerves 
Besides inducing pores in cells, external voltages could also be used in principle to 
modulate action potential generation in nerves. One possibility is to vary the membrane 
resistance through the induction of nanopores. Such changes would alter the "RC" 
charging time constants. As a result, the triggering or "firing rates" of neurons could be 
altered. This leads to the distinct possibility of modulating the muscle force producd by 
neuro-muscular action. Another possibility of electric-field induced poration in nerve 
membranes is the blockage of action potential propagation. This block due to a pore-
related local short-circuit would be similar in concept to the stopping the propagation of 
an air-pressure wave down a "leaky" pipe. Details relating to these issues are discussed in 
the following section. 
3.2.1 Cable model of nerve propagation 
Treatment of AP propagation along nerves was analyzed by Cooley and Dodge [68] 
and later by McNeal [69] and Rattay [70] based on the distributed transmission line 
model. In a one-dimensional treatment, the entire nerve discretized spatially into nodes is 
shown in Figure 8, and the trans-membrane potential at any time for a given node "n" is 
expressed as [45]: 
[VM(t) - V,(t)]/Ra - [Vi(t) - Vi+,(t)]/Ra + Imj(t) - Ich(t) = d[Cm(t)Vi(t)]/dt, (3.2.1) 
where Vi(t) is the net trans-membrane potential at node i, Ra the effective axonal 
resistance, and Cm(t) the effective time-dependent membrane capacitance that 
incorporates dynamic pore formation. Ijnj(t) and ICh(t) represent the injected stimulus 
current that initiates a propagating action potential and membrane channel current, 
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respectively, at node i during time instant t. The channel current at any node "i" consists 
of the usual sodium and potassium ionic currents through voltage-gated channels and a 
leakage contribution given as [49, 71]: 
Ich(t) = gNam13(t)h1(t)[VI(t) - VNa(t)] + gKntotViCt) - VK(t)] + gJV^t) - VL(t)] + Gsh Vi(t), 
(3.2.2) 
where gNa and gK denote the sodium- and potassium-channel conductances, while VNa(t) 
and VKO) represent the resting potentials. In order to account for the effects of 
electroporation, an additional time-dependent shunt conductance Gsh(t) needs to be 
included in Eq. (3.2.2) and placed as a parallel element in the circuit of Figure 8. The 
terms m;(t) and h;(t) denote the time-varying switching variables for the activation and 
deactivation of sodium channels across the membrane at the ith discrete location, while 
n;(t) represents the potassium channel activating switch. 
Ionic transfer across the membrane is a stochastic process, and individual channels 
transfer between open and closed states randomly. These rates of transition are voltage 
dependent, leading to a net change in ionic transport upon electrical simulation [45]. The 
collective macroscopic behavior can be expressed in terms of a continuum time-
dependent model for all channels. Such a global approach, first suggested by Hodgkin-
Huxley [49] for unmyelinated nerves, has been used here and leads to the following 
dynamic equations for the switching functions m(t), h(t), and n(t) [43]: 
d[mi(t)]/dt = am(t){l-mi(t)} - pm(t)mi(t), (3.2.3a) 
d[ni(t)]/dt = On(t) {1 -n;(t)} - P„(t)n,(t), (3.2.3b) 
d[hi(t)]/dt = ah(t){l-hi(t)> - ph(t)hi(t), (3.2.3c) 
where the voltage-dependent transition rates ami„,h and (3m,n,hare give as [43]: 
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<xm(t) = ()> (T)[2.5 - 0.1Vi(t)]/{exp[2.5-0.1Vi(t)]-l}, (3.2.4a) 
an(t) = <|> (T)0.1[l - 0.1Vi(t)]/{exp[l-0.1Vi(t)]-l}, (3.2.4b) 
ah(t) = <f> (T)0.07/{exp[-Vi(t)/20]}, (3.2.4c) 
Pm(t) = * (D4{exp[-Vi(tyi8]}, (3.2.4d) 
P„(t) = 4 CD0.125{exp[-Vi(t)/80]}, (3.2.4e) 
Ph(t) = <|> (T)/{exp[3-0.1Vi(t)]+l}, (3.2.4f) 
and 
(() (T) = 3(T"63)/10, (3.2.4g) 
where T is the temperature in degrees centigrade. Each node voltage V;(t) is time 
dependent because of external voltage pulsing; hence, the transition rates also become 
dynamic. For numerical stability and accuracy, the implicit centered-difference scheme 
can be used for updating the functions m;(t), n;(t) and hj(t) at each succeeding time step. 
This leads to the following discretized equation for m,(t+At) after a time step At: 
mi(t + At) = m;(t) + (At/2){am,i(t)[l - mi(t)] + amji(t + At) - pm,;(t) nn(t)}/{l + (At/2)[ am,i(t 
+ At) + p\n,i(t + At)]}. (3.2.5) 
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Figure 8. Schematic of the cable model used to represent a nerve fiber [43] 
3.2.2 Membrane Electroporation Effects 
The application of a high-intensity short-duration electric pulse (HISDEP) leads to 
nanopore formation on the cylindrical membrane surface as shown in Figure 9, so the 
traditional cable model needs to be modified to account for the increased membrane 
conductance (Gsh(t)) and the altered membrane capacitance (Cm(t)). These parameters are 
determined by the number of pores formed for a given voltage amplitude and pulse 
duration. The dynamics of pore creation and destruction have been well characterized by 
continuum approaches based on the Smoluchowski equation [70]. 
The same set of equations in 3.1 is used for an evaluation of the pore probability 
density distribution n(r, t) at each time step, in response to a given time-dependent trans-
membrane potential V(t). The total number of pores, N(t) can be obtained from the 
/•CO 
density function n(r, t) as N(t) = n{r,t)dr. Then the average pore radius <r(t)> at any 
JO 
/•CO f C O 
time instant is [I m(r,t)dr]/[\ n(r,t)dr].Pore creation also changes the membrane 
capacitance since water is able to enter the aqueous pathways in the membrane and alter 
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the local permittivity. The effective capacitance Cm(t) per unit longitudinal distance dz is 
given as [43]: 
cm{t) = 
&•.„•**•** ' £**,**•*« awn £ 
w p m mem ° -f-(dz\(R, +Ro)d0\n(r,0,t)dr)+^(x(Ri + R0)dz h h i i h h 
- fife J (i?,. + R0 )d9 J n(r, 0, t)dr), 
(3.2.6) 
where Ap and Amem are the pore area and membrane surface, respectively, while Rj and 
Ro are the inner and outer radii of the nerve fiber (membrane thickness h=Ro - Rj). 
Figure 9. Sketch of pores created on the nerve membrane by the external voltage. A differential dx 
of the nerve fiber is shown, and the external field is normal to the longitudinal axis [43]. 
3.2.3 Pore-Facilitated Membrane Conductivity 
Membrane conductivity is updated by pore formation and qualitatively depends on 
the number of pores, their effective radii, the energy barrier to flow produced by the ionic 
interactions between the pore and surrounding dielectric, and the spreading resistance[43]. 
The pore conductivity Gpore was taken to be [43]: 
nR02HN(t) {exp[[/(0] -1} 
GporM = 
£/(0 U exp[C/(0 x (1 - y) + ^ ] 
• h kaT 
(3.2.7) 
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where U(t)={V(t)*q}/(kBT), q the electronic charge, H the conductivity of the aqueous 
solution, V(t) the time-dependent trans-membrane potential, h the membrane thickness, 
N(t) the number of pores, and W(x) the energy barrier for an ion inside the pore. The W(x) 
profile has a trapezoidal shape with a linearly varying region of thickness d at the two 
ends of the pore and a constant value of Wo over the central pore region. Thus, W(x) can 
be represented mathematically [43]: 
W(x) = W0 d<x<(h-d), 
W(x) = W0x/d 0<x<d, (3.2.8) 
W(x) = W0[(h-x)/d] (h-d)<x<h. 
Typically, W0 is much larger than the thermal energy kBT. The pore conductivity 
simplifies to [43]: 
L^d0^[n(r,0,t)dr-r2HD/h] 
Gpore{t) = — ^ , (3-2.9) 
[1 + P(t)] x e x p [ - ^ - T]U(t)) - P(t) 
kBT 
where P(t)=[r|U(t)]/[Wo/(kBT) - r|U(t)], r]=d/h is a measure of the relative size of the pore, 
D the diameter of the nerve fiber, Lz the internodal segment along the nerve, and n(r, 0, t) 
is the pore density distribution function. Because the number of pores depends on the 
angular, the pore resistance needs to be evaluated across differential stripes of width Rd0 
and longitudinal length Lz across the nerve membrane [43]. Thus, the overall shunt 
conductivity Gsh is obtained by adding the spreading resistance at the pore entrance to the 
effective pore resistivity [43]: GSh = [1/Gsh+Rsp]"1, where the pore spreading resistance 
Rsp^p^r and p is the resistivity of the aqueous medium. 
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3.3 Threshold Process in Cellular Apoptosis Induced by Nanosecond, High-Intensity 
Electric Pulses 
Despite its importance and potential applications, the biophysical details and 
mechanisms of triggering cellular apoptotic pathways by external electrical stimuli have 
not been studied, nor well understood. What is already well known is that apoptosis 
plays a central role in the development of all multicellular organisms and in maintaining 
their homeostatic balance [6-8]. Also, there are multiple apoptotic pathways; among them 
are the so-called extrinsic pathway instigated at the cellular plasma membrane and the 
intrinsic, mitochondrial-initiated process. The former pathway can be triggered by 
extracellular death signals, deprivation of survival signals, genetic or toxicological 
damage [75], or as recently reported by external electrical pulsing [39, 41]. A common 
observation in response to these stimuli is the activation of caspases, a group of cysteine 
proteases that serve as the main effectors of apoptosis. For example, death receptors, such 
as CD95, enable the binding or clustering of molecules to form the death-inducing 
signalling complex (DISC) [72-73]. Molecules involved in DISC formation include 
oligomerized CD95, the adaptor molecule FADD, procaspase-8, procaspase-10, C-FLIPL, 
and c-FLIPs. Trimerization of death receptors upon cross-linking recruits pro-caspase-8, 
and subsequent proteolytic activation through several cleavage steps (based on proximity 
induced dimerization) leads to active caspase-8 (C8) production. In this overall process, 
the presence of c-FLIP is thought to block or interfere with procaspase-8 binding to DISC, 
and hence, mitigate apoptosis. 
The mitochondria-dependent activation (intrinsic pathway) involves cytochrome c 
release from mitochondria induced by stress, irradiation, or inflammation [74, 79, 129-
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132]. In the more recent electrical pulsing context [41, 74], it is postulated that the 
external voltage modulates the transmembrane mitochondrial potential. This could open 
the mitochondrial permeability transition pore [76, 79], leading to cytochrome c release 
with subsequent downstream apoptotic events. There is also a linkage between the 
plasma membrane initiated events and the mitochondrial processes since caspase-8 has 
been shown to cleave the Bcl-2 family member Bid, permitting its carboxy-terminal end 
to translocate to the outer mitochondrial membrane causing release of cytochrome c [77]. 
A mathematical model of this cascade leading to the activation of caspase-3 (C3) and the 
eventual DNA fragmentation and cell death was discussed by Bagci et al. [78]. Briefly, 
the mitochondrial apoptotic pathway is largely mediated through Bcl-2 family proteins, 
which include both proapoptotic members such as Bax and Bak that promote 
mitochondrial permeability, and anti-apoptotic members such as Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL that 
inhibit their effects or prevent the mitochondrial release of cytochrome c [77]. Another 
important component is the tumor suppressor protein p53, which simultaneously 
suppresses Bcl-2 and activates Bax. The cytochrome c leakage supports formation of an 
apoptosome complex by binding to apoptotic protease activating factor-1 (Apaf-1), which 
activates the caspase-9 molecules, and in turn caspase-3 [120]. Caspase-3 (C3) leads to 
DNA degradation or fragmentation [80], whereas the inhibitor of apoptosis (LAP) inhibits 
both caspase-3 and caspase-9 activities. 
The role and extent of electric field modifications of the apoptotic pathways are 
unclear. Possible consequences of the applied field can be conjectured. These include the 
stimulation of CD95 and recruitment of procaspase-8 through conformational changes 
and enhanced dipole-interactions. Another possibility is that membrane poration leads to 
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molecular diffusion through the pore bottleneck, as has been observed in the case of 
Phosphatidylserine externalization [40, 67]. This should increase the proximity between 
molecules and enhance their interactions. Also, conceivably, c-FLIP repulsion may occur 
decreasing the competition and interference with procaspase-8 at the membrane binding 
sites. Furthermore, it is not clear whether the apoptotic effect on cells depends on the 
electric field magnitude at specific membrane sites. Assuming that molecular clustering 
and dimerization is a discrete, distributed event, the impact on any given cell would 
conceivably depend on its orientation with respect to the electric field. Thus, the response 
magnitude could vary leading to some cells with large procaspase-8 recruitment and 
subsequent cleavage based on the proximity effect, provided the local field at the discrete, 
initiating sites was large. In some other cells, however, sub-optimal orientation might 
lead to weak caspase-8 activation. Another relevant question in this context is the relative 
importance of the extrinsic process vis-a-vis the mitochondrial pathway. Last but not 
least is the origin of the threshold effect that has been observed with regards to cell 
survival and its exponential decrease with pulse number beyond the threshold. 
Here we attempt to probe some of the above issues. In particular, the pulse number 
dependent cell survival trends are quantified based on a biophysical model of the cellular 
apoptotic processes. Time-dependent evolution of the caspase concentrations and the 
various molecular species are simulated. The numerical evaluations provide qualitative 
predictions of pulse number cell survival, the relative assessment of extrinsic and 
intrinsic pathways, and rough predictions of the time duration over which irreversible 
activation at the molecular level could be initiated by the electric pulses. 
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Time dependent kinetics of the caspases as well as the various molecular species 
within the apoptotic pathway were simulated using the rate equation model proposed by 
Bagci et al. [78]. A schematic of the pathways starting from the release of C8 was given 
in Figure 10 [78] resulting in the cleavage of Bid. This model contains a system of 31 
coupled ordinary differential equations [78] for the temporal evolution of the various 
concentrations: 
d[Apaf-l]/dt = -Ji + JApaf-i (3.3.1a) 
d[cyt c-Apaf-l]/dt = Ji - 7J!b (3.3.1b) 
d[apop]/dt = Jib - J2 +J* (3.3.1c) 
d[apop-pro9]/dt = J2 - J3 (3.3. Id) 
d[apop-(pro9)2]/dt = J3 - J3f (3.3.le) 
d[apop-(casp9)2]/dt = J3f- J4 - J5c - hb + hb (3.3.If) 
d[apop-casp9]/dt = J4 + J4b -Jsb (3.3.lg) 
d[casp9]/dt = J4 - J4b ~h~h + J 6 + W (3.3. lh) 
d[pro9]/dt = - J 2 - J 3 + Jpro9 (3.3. li) 
d[IAP]/dt = -J5 - J5b - J5c - h + JIAP (3.3.1 j) 
d[casp9-IAP]/dt = J5 (3.3.1k) 
d[apop-casp9-IAP]/dt = J5b (3.3.11) 
d[apop-(casp9)2-IAP]/dt = J5c (3.3.1m) 
d[casp3-IAP]/dt = J7 (3.3.In) 
d[pro3]/dt =-J6 - J6b + JPro3 (3.3.lo) 
d[casp9-pro3]/dt = J 6 -J 6 f (3.3.lp) 
d[apop-(casp9)2-pro3]/dt = Jeb - J6b (3.3.lq) 
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d[casp3]/dt = J6f + J6bf- J7 - J8 + J 8 f - J9 + hf+ W (3.3.lr) 
d[casp8]/dt = -J0 +J</ +JcasP8 (3.3.1s) 
d[Bid] /dt = -Jo -Js+JBid (3.3.11) 
d[casp8-Bid]/dt = J0 - J0f (3.3.lu) 
d[Bcl-2]/dt = -J 9 - J.3 + JBC12 (3.3.lv) 
d[casp3- Bid]/dt = J8 - J8f (3.3.1w) 
d[casp3-Bcl-2]/dt = J 9 - J 9 f (3.3.lx) 
d [ B a x ] / d t = -Ji2a - Jl2b - Jl3 + JBax ( 3 - 3 . l y ) 
d[tBid]/dt = Jof + Js f-Jn +Ji2b + JtBid (3.3.lz) 
d[tBid-Bax]/dt = Ji2a - Ji2b + JtBidBax (3.3.laa) 
d [ c y t Cmito]/dt = -J14 + Jcytmit ( 3 . 3 . l b b ) 
d[Bax2]/dt = Ji2b +JBax2 (3.3.Ice) 
d[tBidmito]/dt = J n - Jl2a + JtBidmit ( 3 . 3 . l d d ) 
d[cyt c]/dt = J,4 - Ji +Jcytc (3.3.lee) 
The reaction rates or fluxes equations are [78]: 
Jo' = k0+ [casp8][Bid] - ko"[casp8- Bid] (3.3.2a) 
J0f=k0f[casp8-Bid] (3.3.2b) 
Ji = kj+ [cyt c][Apaf-l] - kf[cyt c • Apaf-1] (3.3.2c) 
Jib = k]b+ [cyt c • Apaf-1] p-kib"[apop] (3.3.2d) 
J2 - k2+ [apop][pro9] - k2~[apop • pro9] (3.3.2e) 
J3 = k3+ [apop • pro9][pro9] -ks[apop • (pro9)2] (3.3.2f) 
J3f=k3f[apop-(pro9)2] (3.3.2g) 
J4 = k4+ [apop • (casp9)2] - IC4" [apop • casp9][casp9] (3.3.2h) 
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J4b = k4b+ [apop • casp9] - k4b~ [apop][casp9] (3.3.2i) 
J5 = k5+ [casp9][IAP] - k5~ [casp9 • IAP] (3.3.2J) 
Jsb = k5b+ [apop • casp9][IAP] - k5b" [apop • casp9 • IAP] (3.3.2k) 
he = k5c+ [apop • (casp9)2][IAP] - k5c" [apop • (casp9)2 • IAP] (3.3.21) 
J6 = k6+ [casp9][pro3] - k6~ [casp9 • pro3] (3.3.2m) 
J6f = k6f [casp9 • pro3] (3.3.2n) 
J6b = k6b+ [apop • (casp9)2][pro3] - k6b" [apop • (casp9)2 • pro3] (3.3.2o) 
J6bf = k6bf [apop • (casp9)2 • pro3] (3.3.2p) 
h = k7+ [casp3][IAP] -k7" [casp3 • IAP] (3.3.2q) 
J8 = k8+ [casp3][Bid] - k8" [casp3 • Bid] (3.3.2r) 
J8f=k8f[casp3-Bid] (3.3.2s) 
J9 = k9+ [casp3][Bcl2] - k9" [casp3 • Bcl2] (3.3.2t) 
J9f = k9f [casp3 • Bcl2] (3.3.2u) 
Jn=kn[ tBid] (3.3.2v) 
Ji2a = k12a[tBidmito][Bax] (3.3.2w) 
Ji2b = ki2b[tBid • Bax][Bax] (3.3.2x) 
J13 = ki3[Bcl2][Bax] (3.3.2y) 
Ji4 = ki4[Bax2][cytcmito] (3.3.2z) 
The production-degradation rates equations are [78]: 
JApaf-i = fiApaf-i_ l^[Apaf-l] (3.3.3a) 
JIAP = QIAP - (i[IAP] (3.3.3b) 
Jpro3 = ^Pro3 - ^[pro3] (3.3.3c) 
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Jpro9 = ^pro9 " |^[pro9] 
JBid = ^Bid - |4Bid] 
JBC12 = ^Bcl2 " MBcl2[Bcl-2] 
JBax = Hsax - ^Bax[Bax] 
Jcytmit = "cytmit " Hl^yt Cmjtoj 
JcasP9 = - n[casp9] 
JcasP3 = - n[casp3] 
JtBid = - fi[tBid] 
JtBidBax = - |a[tBid-Bax] 
JBax2 = - |J-[Bax2] 
JtBidmit = " (^[tBidmito] 
Jcytc = " |^[cyt C] 





























Figure 10. Mitochondria-dependent apoptotic pathways. The dotted region indicates the 
interactions included in this model. Solid arrows denote chemical reactions or upregulation; 
those terminated by a bar denote inhibition or downregulation; and dashed arrows describe 
subcellular translocation. The following abbreviations are used: pro8, procaspas-8; casp8, 
caspase-8; pro0, procaspase-9; casp9, caspase-9; pro3, procaspase-3; casp3, caspase-3; ICAD, 
inhibitor of caspase activated DNase; cyt c, cytochrome C; apop, apoptosome; VAC, the 
complex formed by voltage dependent anion channel (VDAC), adenine nucleotide 
translocase (ANT), and cyclophilin D (CyP-D) at the mitochondrial permeability ransition 
pore [78]. 
The parameters and other constants for these model calculations were taken from the 
data and curve fits reported by the Pittsburgh group and given in Table 2. In 
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following this apoptotic model, it is inherently assumed that equilibrium levels of the 
various molecular species exist prior to any electric pulse triggered C8 release. The initial 
equilibrum concentrations were determined by running the time-dependent rate-equation 
simulation until steady-state. This model includes the C3-Bid positive feedback process, 
wherein increases in C3 lead to enhanced cleavage of Bid, which in turn feeds into 
enhancing the C3 concentrations. The model also includes p53 upregulation and 
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downregulation of the synthesis of Bax and Bcl-2, respectively [111, 127], as well as the 
role of inhibitors of apoptosis (LAP). Additionally, the model included first-order 
degradation kinetics with a uniform rate constant for C8, C3, procaspase-9, procaspase-3, 
the apoptotic protease activating factor-1 (Apaf-1), IAP, Bcl-2, Bid, tBid, Bax, Bax2, 
cytochrome c, and caspase-9. 
As already mentioned, the precise quantitative effect on the external electric field on 
C8 activation is not known. Furthermore, if C8 release from the DISC occurs at discrete 
sites located on the plasma membrane, then naturally for a given field, different cells 
would effectively exhibit varying degrees of C8 activation and release depending on their 
orientation. From a modeling standpoint, this could be described by assigning random C8 
release concentrations to each cell through a stochastic, Monte Carlo type implementation. 
Hence, for our simulations, the C8 concentration released in each cell was assigned a 
value "r*Cmax", with "r" being a random number and Cmax a concentration upperbound. 
Clearly, a large C8 release can be expected to lead to irreversible increases in caspase-3, 
leading to cell death predictions as characterized by the bistable behavior of the cellular 
system. Conversely, those cells, randomly chosen to have a small C8 release, can be 
expected to survive and recover in time. Following Bagci et al. [78], the initial 
concentrations of all compounds in our simulation were taken to be zero, except for 
procaspase-3, procaspase-9, Apaf-1, Bid, Bax, Bcl-2, IAP, and cytochrome c_mn0, which 
were all set to 0.004 mM. 
The above approach assumes instantaneous C8 release, and then evaluates the 
temporal evolution of the various chemical complexes based on rate kinetics. However, 
since a sequence of processes such as the formation of DISC, clustering of procaspase-8 
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followed by its cleavage etc. are involved, a finite time delay in the occurrence of active 
caspase~8 is to be expected. Consequently, in response to an electric field impulse, the 
concentration of C8 must gradually rise as a function of time and eventually saturate. 
Though this complex biological phenomenon is very difficult to model comprehensively, 
a recent treatment for CD95-induced apoptosis has been reported [81]. Bentele et al. [81] 
identified the most critical molecules in the pathway following CD95 activation to 
estimate some of the unknown parameters and refine a time-dependent model. Their 
simulations and experiments yield a procedure for evaluating the caspase-8 activation 
dynamics, and here we use their approach for the DISC-system. Specifically, the 
reactions and processes shown at the top-left side of Figure 11 [82] were used for the 
time-dependent C8 evolution. These C8 concentrations were then provided as input to the 
Bagci rate equation model. In this process, details of the competition between c-FLIP and 
procaspase-8 in their binding with CD95 automatically get included. 
Figure 11. Structured information model of CD95-induced apoptosis [82]. 
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3.4 An Asymmetric Electroporation Model 
The above model for poration was based on the assumption of symmetric and/or 
cylindrical pores. However, it is conceivable that the pore shape is not cylindrical, or that 
it can dynamically change over time, or perhaps even display asymmetry. An asymmetric 
pore shape would be indicative of differences in current flow directionality. These 
aspects are explored further in this section. 
3.4.1 Pore Energy for Asymmetric Electroporation Model 
A perfectly planar membrane containing a pore of circular shape has been analyzed. 
Because the unfavorable "hydrophobic" interaction of the lipid tails when exposed 
directly to the aqueous environment, the presence of a membrane pore is likely to imply 
some structural rearrangement of the lipids at the bilayer rim. Consequently, the lipids 
within the rim assemble into a semitoroidal cap to shield the hydrocarbon chains from 
contact with the aqueous environment [83]. 
The energy required to form a membrane pore, and hence the shape that would 
minimize this energy, is discussed first. Figure 12 [84] shows a system which consists of 
a positive electrode E+ and a negative electrode E. separated by a dielectric/conductive 
fluid Q with permittivity sw and conductivity aw. This fluid contains purely dielectric 
bodies M with permittivity sm. In Figure 12, electrodes E+ and E. are connected to a 
battery with a constant voltage difference Vm. 
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Figure 12. Dielectric body M in a dielectric/conductive fluid Q. E+ and E. are metal electrodes kept 
at constant potentials that differ by Vm [84]. 
Energy required to form pore UE is [84]: 
UE=-\rQF{r)dr, (3.4.1) 
where F(r) is the total electrical force expanding the pore, computed by integrating the 
stress PE over the pore surface [84], 
F(r) = \pEda. (3.4.2) 
s 
For a toroidal pore (Figure 13 and Figure 14), the computation of the radial force F 
should take into account the shape of the pore [84], and hence: 
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F(r) = \pE cos ada. (3.4.3) 
In the above, pe is given by [84]: 
PB=ke»-e.W2+—E^> (3.4.4) 
where E,, =-\E\ coscc,E1 = \ E\ since. 
Figure 14. Toroidal geometry of pore model inside surface. Heavy line outlines the interior surface 
of the pore [84]. 
If the top and bottom portions of the pore are not symmetric, then the radii of the top 
and bottom halves would be different. This can be taken into account by assigning bj and 
bB as the radius of the bottom and top halves, respectively. Figure 15 shows a pore of 
asymmetric shape; the energy UE for the bottom half turns out to be: 
UEB (r) =~(£w' £m Ym ^ [r2 (1 + ^-) + bBr{- - — + ^  - ^ ) L bT+bB 3 6em 3 16 3em \6sm 
The energy UE for the top half turns out to be: 
(3.4.5a) 
bT+bB 3 o£ 3 16 5sm 16£-„ 
)]• (3.4.5b) 
Regardless of the asymmetric shape, the total surface area of an asymmetric pore is fixed. 
Thus, the expression: 27i(bt2+ be2) is fixed. The exact shape of such a pore would be 
given by values of bT and bs that minimize the energy subject to the constraint of a fixed 
2TI( bT2+ bB2) value. 
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Figure 15. An asymmetric pore model geometry. 
3.4.2 Mechanical Pore Energy for Asymmetric Electroporation Model 
We locate a Cartesian coordinate system at the pore center with the axis of rotational 
symmetry (the z-axis) pointing normal to the bilayer midplane as shown in Figure 16 [83]. 
The height of the cap is also the bilayer thickness 2b, implying a radius, b, of its circular 
cross-sectional shape. A parametrization of the semitoroidal cap is given by x = b cos (p 
(r/b + 1 + cos 9), y = b sincp (r/b + 1 + cos 0), and z = b sin 0 with 0 < <p < 2% and n/2 < 9 




r + b(l + cos0) (3.4.6b) 
and the area element [83]: 






Figure 16. A planar lipid bilayer with a pore in the center. The figure shows the cross-section in the 
x-z plane. Rotational symmetry around the z-axis is indicated. On the left side, the packing of the 
lipid molecules is shown schematically. The headgroups of lipid molecules are represented by filled 
circles [83]. 
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Mechanical pore formation energy needs to take into account work done in bending 
and curving the lipid surface. The free energy turns out to be given as [85-86, 118]: 
Fc = \\{2kcH2 + keK)dS, (3.4.8) 
where H = (Ci+C2), K = CiC2, dS = 2n b[r + b(l + cos 9)] d9, and kc and ke are elastic 
constants, kc = 2xl0"20 J, ke= -0.2* kc [118]. After some mathematics, the mechanical 
pore energy for the bottom half of an asymmetric pore is: 
^ , , „ , r n(f" + bR)2 „, „ , „ , r 7r(r + bR)2 , , , rVr2 +2rbB ,. FcB(r) = 4«fce[ " _ 1 ] - 8 ^ c + 4 ^ c [ _ ^ * ' ] f o - t a n ' [ r r - 1 ] } , 
Z>B ^ /r2 + 2rbB b-yjr2 + 2rbB r + 2b* 'B B 
(3.4.9a) 
and the mechanical pore energy for the top half of an asymmetric pore is: 
fi,<0-4*.[ «' + U' -l]-^.+4*.[^+^' ]{.-,an-[^S]}. 
6r Jr2 + 2rZ>, fc^/r2 + 2rZ?r >" + 2bT 
(3.4.9b) 
Thus, the total mechanical pore energy for the asymmetric pore becomes: 
FC = FCB+FCT _ (3.4.10) 
The above derived energies due to membrane bending as well as that arising from the 
external electric field need to be used in any realistic analysis. The result as well as the 
shape of the pores due to both the bending and electric field effects will be discussed in 
the next section. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 Simulation Results and Discussion of Pore Area Dependent Energy Model 
The pore-area dependent model discussed in Chapter 3 was used for predictions of 
pore formation and their dynamics. Most model analyses in the literature have been based 
on fixed parameters such as the line tension and elastic rigidity, etc. However, with the 
formation of pores in a membrane, it is perhaps reasonable to expect that the material 
characteristics would change. This aspect is probed through simulations and discussed in 
the next section. 
4.1.1 Comparisons of Static and Dynamic Membrane Tension Predictions 
Membrane electroporation in response to a 560 kV/cm trapezoidal pulse with an ON 
time of Ins and 0.1 ns rise- and fall-times was assumed. The pore distribution n(r) per 
unit area was evaluated as a function of radius r using both a pore-area dependent tension 
Teff and the conventional constant tension T0. For the two-pulse cases, an "idle time" of 
0.6 ns was used to separate the second voltage pulse from the first one. Figure 17 shows 
the results and reveals a distinct shift towards larger pore radii for the fixed tension ro 
(103). The most probable pore radius with the dynamic tension is predicted to be less 
than 0.55 nm; thus, essentially small nano-pores are predicted. This result indirectly 
agrees with several experimental observations of negligible Propidium Iodide dye uptake 
following nanosecond pulsing [2, 62, 128]. A possible explanation is that the pore 
population formed by the ultrashort pulsing has diameters smaller than the dye 
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dimensions, and hence, disallow for dye uptake by the cells. In Figure 17, using a 
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Figure 17. Simulation results of the pore distribution function n(r) for one- and two-pulses using 
constant and pore area-dependent tension. A 560 kV/cm fixed external field was used. 
Simulation results of the fraction of total pore area to membrane surface area as a 
function of voltage pulse number are shown in Figure 18. The two curves represent 
comparisons between results obtained from predictions based on static and dynamic 
membrane tension. A nearly fixed fraction at about 30% is seen for the dynamic Feff case 
in Figure 18, with a slight monotonic increase. As it turns out, some experimental data is 
indicative of cell survival and reversible membrane damage on the order of 25% [82]. 
Thus, our results can be taken to imply a trend that is in keeping with observations. 
However, with a fixed ro value, a much larger pore fraction is predicted, and this value 
increases strongly with pulse number. Values in the 45 % - 50% range do not seem 
physical and are unreasonably high if cell viability is to be maintained in the context of 
such excessive alterations to the membrane structure. 
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Figure 18. Simulation results of the fraction of total pore area to membrane surface as a function of 
voltage pulse number. Comparisons of static and dynamic membrane tension predictions are 
presented. 
4.1.2 Membrane Electroporation in Response to a 180kV/cm Trapezoidal Pulse 
By using dynamic membrane tension, membrane electroporation results in response 
to a 180kV/cm trapezoidal pulse with a 10 ns ON time and 1.5 ns rise- and fall-times are 
discussed next. Figure 19(a) shows the time dependent potential across the plasma 
membrane at the poles due to this external electrical excitation. A transient peak of about 
1.6 V is predicted during the initial rise time of the pulse. This value slightly exceeds the 
conventional 1.0 V threshold for membrane poration and represents a transient overshoot 
effect [32, 125]. The initial steep rise in transmembrane voltage is driven by the large 
external displacement current during the 1.5 ns rise time phase [32]. Poration is predicted 
to occur at times beyond the peak at around 9.2 ns. Following the poration, the potential 
is predicted to drop due to the dynamic increase in membrane conductivity. This 
electrical breakdown of the cellular lipid bilayer represents electropermeabilization [32]. 
The sharp drop at about 11.5 ns agrees with the turn-off phase that provides a large 
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negative external displacement current across the plasma membrane. The complete 
recovery time of the membrane voltage is about 25 ns or so. 
Modeling also yielded time dependent distributions of the membrane pore population 
after multiple pulsing. Figure 19(b) shows the radial distribution in response to 1, 2, 5, 10 
and 50 external pulses. The pulse is still the 10 ns, 180 kV/cm with 1.5 ns rise and fall 
time used in Figure 19(a), and the simulations were carried out for single as well as 
multiple pulses. Figure 19(b) shows that the pore distribution shifts to larger values of 
radius with multiple pulsing [62]. For example, for the shortest 1-pulse excitation, the 
median value of the pore radius is predicted to be about 0.55 nm, while for a train of 50 
pulses, a much bigger median value of the pore radius 0.82 nm is seen in Figure 19(b). In 
any event, the numerical modeling consistently predicts the pores to have a distribution of 
radii in the nanometer range [32]. And the pore distribution is seen to broaden due to 
diffusion in r-space at longer times and upon higher repetitive pulsing. 
The total area of pores created dynamically by the electric pulsing can also be 
computed at any given membrane by the distributed circuit approach. Figure 19(c) shows 
the results for the outer plasma membrane of a 12 \im cell in response to multiple pulsing. 
As expected, the total area of pores across the entire surface of the plasma membrane 
increases monotonically with the number of pulses. A saturating effect is predicted and is 
due to the interplay between increasing local conductivity of a porated membrane and the 
associated transmembrane potential that drives the growth of pores [32]. With increasing 
pulses, the pore density is enhanced, leading to larger increases in membrane 
conductivity that in turn reduces the transmembrane potential. Pore growth and creation 
rates are dependent on the transmembrane potential; hence, the reduction effectively 
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leads to progressive decreases in new pore creation. The net effect is the gradual 
saturation seen in Figure 19(c). Physically, any cell membrane can only support a finite 
amount of poration as the process of poration leads to lipid bilayer molecular shifts and 
creates local tension that increases dynamically with pore area. Beyond a critical area, 
collective inter-molecular repulsions begin to emerge and resist any further pore creation 
and molecular displacement [4]. In Figure 19(c), the highest area of about 11 x 10" m 
represents a peak of 7% poration by surface area. With time, this rapidly reduces as the 


































Figure 19. Simulation results in response to an external 180 KV/cm pulse of duration 10 ns and 1.5 
ns rise and fall times, (a) Transmembrane potential across the cell membrane, (b) Pore distribution 
functions at the pole due to various 10 ns, 180 kV/cm pulse excitations, (c) Peak total pore area at the 
plasma membrane at various pulse numbers, and (d) Angular dependence of VM at two different 
time instants. 
Figure 19(d) shows the angular distribution of the transmembrane potential VM- AS 
expected, the VM value would initially be the highest at the poles (i.e., 0 = 0) as they 
directly face the external electrodes [32]. However, the value at longer times depends on 
the interplay between the external electric field, the poration event and the resulting 
localized conductivity modulation at the membrane. For example, a large external electric 
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field value would lead to the creation of a high pore density at the poles that, in turn, 
would increase the conductivity and reduce the local voltage drop across the porated 
membrane. Simulation results of the angular dependence of VM are shown in Figure 19(d) 
at two time instances. The poles are predicted to have the largest transmembrane voltage 
initially. Then by about 10 ns (just before pulse termination), the distribution is predicted 
to have a local maximum away from the poles [32]. This trend is in agreement with the 
reports by Krassowska and Filev that predict a time-dependent shift of the angular 
location for the VM(0 maxima. 
4.2 Molecular Dynamics Simulation Results Including Temperature Effects 
For greater accuracy, with inclusion of atomistic details, molecular dynamics (MD) 
simulations were also carried out during this dissertation research. While the 
Smoluchowski-based approach is computationally quick, it does not include some of the 
detailed many-body physics or the process details at the atomic scale. Thus, for 
completeness, MD simulations were also carried out using the Gromacs software. Some 
of the results obtained are discussed below. 
4.2.1 Molecular Dynamics for Cell Membrane Modeling 
Figure 20 shows results of an MD simulation for a fixed field of 0.5 V/nm, carried out 
to demonstrate nano-pore formation from a microscopic point of view. For example, 
Figure 20(a) shows the initial configuration of the lipid bilayer with aqueous media on 
either side. In this figure, the blue region denotes lipid bilayer molecules, while the red-
and-white points represent the hydrogen-and-oxygen atoms with a water molecule. 
Figure 20(b) shows the cross-sectional view of the final membrane configuration 
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obtained from MD simulations after 1 ns at the constant field of 0.5 V/nm. The pore is 
predicted to be about 0.9 nm in diameter and somewhat narrower at the central point. A 
very thin passage-way through the central blue region connecting the upper and lower 
regions represents a "water nano-wire." 
Figure 20. MD results showing nano-pore formation at membrane by an external 0.5 V/nm pulsed 
electric field. Lipids are blue, water is red and white. 
4.2.2 Temperature Effects 
Almost all studies of electroporation and effects of nanosecond-pulsing on cells have 
been at room temperature. However, temperature affects the velocities of molecules and 
lipid chains, as well as the chemical kinetics and reaction rates. It is thus likely to expect 
that pore formation (as well as other electro-biochemical processes) might be affected by 
the temperature. Here, the role of temperature in influencing pore formation at the cell 
outer membrane is probed through molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. From a 
practical standpoint, exposure of cells to RF or microwave radiation would produce 
localized temperature rises. The temperature changes would depend on the intensity and 
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duration of the RF exposure. Hences any required temperature could, in principle, be 
attained in biological cells. 
dtil tb'i 
Figure 21. MD results showing nano-pore formation at membrane by an external 1 V/nm, 1 ns 
pulsed electric field at different temperatures. Water is red and white. 
Figure 21(a) shows a snapshot of the water molecular arrangement after 
commencement of the external 1 V/nm, 1 ns pulse at 313 K. The water molecules are 
almost entirely on the outside (upper and lower). The snapshot at temperature 316 K 
shown in Figure 21(b) reveals a slight intrusion of a few water molecules. At temperature 
323 K, a small nano-sized pore was seen to form as shown in Figure 21(c). Finally, 
Figure 21(d) shows a well-defined aqueous pore in the middle of the membrane. From 
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the MD results, we predict that nano-pores in biological membranes can form in response 
to a high external electric field within 1 ns at a higher temperature. In fact, increased 
temperatures facilitate pore formation. Hence, pre-heating cells or biological tissue might 
be advantageous from the standpoint of pore formation. 
4.3 Simulation Results of High-Intensity Electric Pulse Induced Action Potential 
Block 
The concept of cell electroporation was applied to gauge possible inhibitory effects in 
neuron signaling. Calculations for poration yielded pore densities and were used to 
compute conductivity changes at membranes. These changes in membrane conductivity 
were useful in predicting changes in action potential (AP) transmission, which basically 
is the electrical signal transmission in nerves. 
The distributed electrical model incorporated an additional time-dependent membrane 
conductance Gsh to account for the poration induced by the high-intensity short-duration 
electric pulsing. Thus, the equivalent circuit had this additional conductance GSh in 
parallel to the ionic channels. This modified equivalent circuit was used to simulate 
action potential propagation for various values of Gsh to assess the possibility of neural 
traffic blockage. For self-consistent calculations of AP blockage, the results of pore 
densities were used to obtain changes in GShby using equation (3.2.9). Results of Table 3 
[43] give the maximum conductance GSh computed at 100 mV for different field 
amplitudes and pulse durations of the excitation. In all cases, AP blockage was achieved. 
A plot of the minimum pulse widths for several electrical pulse amplitudes, with the 
unmyelinated axon diameter as a parameter, obtained from self-consistent electroporation 
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calculations, is shown in Figure 22. Such self-consistent calculations of the shunt 
conductance were carried out taking account of electrical pulse initiated membrane pore 
generation based on a continuum Smoluchowski treatment. This effectively generates a 
"strength-duration (SD)" curve for AP blockage and would be a very useful design guide 
for benchmarking safety thresholds or setting the pulse voltage and/or durations 
necessary for neuro-muscular incapacitation. Electric field amplitudes monotonically 
increase with decreasing pulse duration. Also, for very short durations, the prediction is 
for inordinately large electric fields. From a practical standpoint, these values would be 
difficult to attain since localized breakdown and/or plasma creation might result under 
such circumstances. Hence, a natural and fundamental limit to ultrashort pulsing is 
clearly indicated. A second feature of Figure 22 is the relatively small variation with 
diameter. For longer pulses (400 ns and larger), the requisite electric fields for a 
conduction block are somewhat larger for a lower diameter nerve. This is simply because 
a lower diameter translates into a smaller surface area of the neural pipe. Hence, once a 
pore forms, there is a relatively lower fraction of surface area left for new pore formation 
in a smaller diameter nerve. 
It is perhaps germane to discuss the effective duration of the AP conduction blockage 
[43]. As long as the pores do not reseal, or shrink considerably in size and density, the 
neural traffic can be blocked at a nerve. Since resealing times are on the order of seconds 
or longer, electrical pulse pulsing with a 1-2-Hz repetition rate would be sufficient to 
achieve blockage without any heating-related tissue damage or self-activated AP 
launches. 
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Table III. Maximum conductance Gsb computed at 100 mV for different field amplitudes and pulse 
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Figure 22. Required electric field vs. pulse width to generate minimum shunt conductance required 
for AP block in nerve segments of different diameter. 
4.4 Simulation Results of Pulse-Number Dependent Cellular Apoptosis and the 
Threshold Effect 
The role and extent of electric field modifications to the apoptotic pathways is unclear. 
Hard experimental data is lacking, in part due to the complexity of the biophysical 
mechanisms and the underlying competition between various processes. The model 
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discussed in Chapter 3 was used to assess some of the processes and time-dependent 
dynamics of electrically induced apoptosis. The results and discussions follow. 
4.4.1 Simulation Results 
Calculation results are first presented for a single cell based on the above models. 
Later we provide results using an ensemble of 1000 cell-entities for more meaningful and 
realistic predictions of cell survival. Figures 23(a) and 23(b) show caspase-3 
concentrations as a function of time starting from two different assumed levels of C8. At 
the lower 10"5 [iM. caspase-8 concentration, a decay in C3 over time is predicted; while 
increased values of C3 with time are seen in Figure 23(b) for the higher 10"4 uM caspase-
8. These results are in keeping with the reported bi-stability of the apoptotic process and 
the requirement of a critical C8 level for inducing cell death. In these calculations, the 
C8 concentrations were assigned their initial values instantaneously at the start of the 
simulations. For the higher 10"4 uM caspase-8 concentration, appreciable C3 activation is 
predicted to occur roughly in the 1 -2 hour time frame. This time scale is approximately in 
keeping with our preliminary experimental data (not shown, but is becoming available 
within our group) that gauges caspase activity and gathers other intracellular information 
using markers. For example, a cell permeable, fluorescent irreversible inhibitor of 
caspases is being utilized for caspase activity, while for DNA damage/repair an antibody 
to phosphorylated Histone 2AX is used, and data gathering for the mitochondrial 
membrane potential has been based on either JC-1 or tetramethylrhodamine ethyl ester 
(TMRE). This result suggests that if more C8 were to be activated (e.g., either a higher 
intensity pulse or through multiple pulsing), then the probable outcome for cell death 
might be enhanced. To gauge the response of C8 over time to multiple pulsing and 
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evaluate possible cumulative effects, simulations were next carried out with a low, but 
repetitive, 4x1 CT7 uM caspase-8 injection. Simulation results for the time-dependent C3 
concentration are shown in Figures 24(a) and 24(b) in response to 1 and 10 pulses (at 1 
Hertz), respectively. The injections were taken to begin after 10,000 seconds (~ 2.7 hours) 
from the initial time. Clearly, the 10-pulse case points towards unstable cell behavior 























































Figure 23. Single cell simulation results for the time-dependent C3 concentration, (a) Starting 
caspase-8 value of 10"5 uM, and (b) caspase-8 value of 10^ uM. 
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Figure 24. Time dependent changes in C3 concentration following a low level 4x107 uM injection of 
C8 in a single cell, (a) A single injection assuming one electrical pulse, and (b) 10 injections at 1 
Hertz. 
The above calculations were based on instantaneous C8 release following a voltage 
pulsing event for a cell. However, as already mentioned, a sequence of processes are 
involved in the activation physics; hence, the C8 concentration should be taken to rise 
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gradually. Using the Bentele model [82], the normalized concentrations of caspase-8 and 
the blocked DISC states are shown in Figure 25. As expected, both increase over time. 
The characteristic time-delay is seen to be roughly 5 minutes. This is quite small 
compared to the much longer period, spanning hours, over which C3 activation and 
eventual cell death occurs. Hence, to a good approximation, bio-chemical triggering by 












Figure 25. Single cell simulation results for the temporal evolution of the C8 and blocked DISC state 
concentrations. 
Having discussed some aspects of single cell response, ensemble simulations were 
carried out next to include and mimic the statistical variability inherent in cell collections 
that are used in actual experiments. One thousand cells were used, and the C8 injection 
in each cell was randomly varied between zero and a maximum value Cmax by assigning 
random numbers. Predictions of cell survival versus pulse number for low level C8 
S • • • 
injection (with Cmax = 4x10" uM) are shown in Figure 26. The injections, corresponding 
to the pulse numbers, were set at a frequency of 1 Hz in keeping with the experimental 
data of Pakhomov et al. [42]. Figure 26 clearly shows a threshold effect, and virtually all 
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cells are predicted to survive until about 50 pulses are incident on the cells. Beyond the 
threshold, a near-exponential fall off in survival is predicted, which is again in keeping 
with the nanosecond electric pulsing experiments. However, at the very large pulse 
numbers, a shift towards a slight saturating trend can be seen in Figure 26. Physically, 
this outcome arises from our choice of a fixed set of random numbers for each C8 
injection at the 1 Hz frequency. In other words, those cells assigned a relatively high 
random number were always associated with higher C8 activation, leading to the most 
likely (and the fastest) outcome of cell death. The cumulative effort required for 
increasing C3 concentrations in the remaining cells increased as a result since these were 
always associated with much smaller random numbers. This is a likely scenario under in 
vivo conditions using an electrical setup that is fixed in location and orientation. One 
possibility for circumventing this effect and ensuring strong, continued cell killing might 
be to use multi-pronged or multi-electrode pulsing systems. Application of pulses via a 
multi-electrode system would offer changes in the field magnitude and local orientation, 
thereby ensuring greater activation from the pulsing over the entire population. 
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In the above simulations, the extrinsic pathway was triggered by allowing for 
caspase-8 activation. Though the extrinsic pathway accommodates a role for 
mitochondria through the influence of truncated Bid and the p53 protein, the possibility 
for direct voltage-induced cytochrome c release is not incorporated. However, within the 
electric-pulsing context, it is postulated that the external voltage modulates the 
transmembrane potential, opening the mitochondrial permeability transition pore. Hence, 
an additional mechanism for apoptosis would be through voltage-induced cytochrome c 
release. It, therefore, becomes germane to evaluate the role of such cytochrome c release 
and gauge its relative importance with regards to the caspase-8 process. Towards that end, 
simulation runs were carried out to evaluate the pulse number dependence of cell survival 
starting only with the intrinsic process. Figure 27 shows simulation results for two 
different values (4X10-4 uM and 2x10"3 uM) of cytochrome c release. Furthermore, the 
effect of fixed-versus-random targeting of cells by the electric pulsing was probed 
through variations in the random number assignment in the algorithm. In two of the three 
cases shown, fixed random numbers were assigned to the level of cytochrome c release 
from each cell following every pulse. In the third curve of Figure 27, a variable random 
number assignment to cellular cytochrome c release was used. All the plots of Figure 27 
in a general sense exhibit similar trends, with a threshold followed by an exponential fall-
off that gradually reaches a saturating trend. Comparing the two curves obtained using 
fixed random numbers, a lower threshold is associated with the higher 2x10" uM 
cytochrome c release and fall-off is faster, as might be expected. The lower 4X10"4 uM 
concentration is predicted to have a significantly reduced cell killing effect. Between the 
fixed- and variable-random number cases, a smaller threshold is predicted with fixed 
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random numbers, but the survival fall-off is slower. Physically, this is to be expected 
since those cells that are randomly chosen to have larger cytochrome c release undergo a 
higher and faster caspase-3 elevation; while the others with low random number 
assignments continue to survive. The important point arising from these simulations, 
though, is that in comparison to caspase-8 activation, significantly higher levels of 
cytochrome c release seem to be necessary for cell killing. Thus, this intrinsic pathway is 
much weaker as compared to the extrinsic mechanism, at least in these simulations. This 
inference is qualitatively in keeping with some of the experimental data emerging from 
our experiments on cells with the nanosecond pulsing. 
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Figure 27. Cell survival versus pulse number predicted for two different values of cytochrome c 
release. 
More direct comparisons of the relative role of cytochrome c and the timing under 
various conditions are shown in Figure 28. This single pulse simulation result for cellular 
caspase-3 with time used 2x10" uM cytochrome c release and a C8 activation set at 
4xl0"6 uM. In the simulations, these injections were taken to occur 10,000 seconds (~ 2.7 
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hours) after the initial time. A number of interesting features can be deduced from the 
results of Figure 28. As before, the extrinsic pathway can be seen to have a much 
stronger role and influence on inducing cellular apoptosis. It is also much faster and 
caspase-3 is predicted to be elevated in about 1 hour following an electrical pulsing event. 
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Figure 28. C3 versus time from single cell simulations under various conditions of C8 activation and 
cytochrome c release. 
4.4.2 Discussion 
In the above analysis, an attempt has been made to probe and quantify the 
experimentally observed pulse number dependent cell survival trends on the basis of a 
biophysical model of apoptotic processes. Additionally, a relative assessment between 
extrinsic and intrinsic pathways and rough predictions of the time duration over which 
irreversible activation at the molecular level might be initiated have been carried out. A 
feature of this rate-equation modeling is the predicted delay in molecular concentration 
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process in response to ultrashort electrical pulsing is similar to a recent report on cellular 
dye update upon electric pulsing [81]. The experiments by Kennedy et al. [81] identified 
two distinctive electroporative uptake signatures: an initial almost negligible dye 
absorption immediately after the pulse exposure followed by a high-level, accelerating 
uptake at much longer times. 
It must be emphasized that the bio-physics of the overall process is quite complex and 
many issues remain unanswered. For example, the electric pulsing can be expected to 
trigger and influence a wide numbers of processes, not limited simply to caspase-8 
activation, regulation of the mitochondrial trans-membrane potential, or even 
electroporation. These would include, for example, induced electron transfers between 
molecules leading to possible dissociation or conformational changes, facilitation of 
oxidation-reduction (redox) reactions and influence on their rate kinetics, alterations of 
membrane pumps [93], or calcium release from the endoplasmic reticulum [94]. Hence, 
the primary electrical event could lead to several downstream bio-chemical modifications, 
initiation of inter-dependent pathways, and interplay between multiple processes. 
A number of aspects were ignored in our simple treatment. For example, it was 
assumed in the simulations that a chosen amount of cytochrome c release would result 
from each electrical pulsing. This assumes that the cytochrome c outflow is roughly 
similar to field-induced calcium release [94] and that its concentration within the 
mitochondria is large enough to discount depletion effects. Similarly, it was assumed that 
in the multiple pulsing scenario, the continued presence of strong external fields would 
not alter the rates and that the reaction kinetics would continue to follow the parameters 
of the Bagci model. In theory, other effects, such as electroporation, can also be expected 
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to change the dynamics of the apoptotic pathway. For example, upon pore creation, the 
lipid molecules which are in a state of constant flux could begin to diffuse through an 
effective "membrane sink-hole". An example of such pore-facilitated lipid molecular 
diffusion is phosphotidylserine externalization that has been observed [95-96] and also 
modeled using Molecular Dynamics [88, 97]. Quite conceivably, the diffusion and 
transport of the lipid molecules in the localized vicinity of electropores would tend to 
increase molecular proximity, thereby enhancing mutual interactions. Hence, the 
dimerization and clustering processes that are found to initiate procaspase-8 cleavage and 
turn-on the extrinsic pathway might be augmented. The role of Reactive Oxygen Species 
(ROS) generation by the electric pulsing has also been ignored in the present treatment. 
However, reports in the literature [98] suggest that application of electric fields could 
elevate ROS. This, in turn, would alter apoptotic destruction through the ROS-mediated 
pathways involving oxidative stress [99-100]. For example, ROS is known to induce 
dissociation of cytochrome c from cardiolipin on the inner mitochondrial membrane and 
its release via mitochondrial permeability transition-dependent mechanisms. Last but not 
least, our numerical implementation of the simple multiple-pulsing scenario assumed a 
fixed amount of caspase-8 activation repeatedly in response to the external pulsing. 
Quite conceivably though, there could be a depletion effect, and the CD95 initiated 
process might not produce as much C8 after multiple pulses due to depletion. Physically, 
though, our implementation treats the activation as being triggered from discrete sites at 
the plasma membrane. A multitude of such sites would then alleviate the depletion issue 
and provide an electrically-induced effect after each electrical shot. This hypothesis of 
multi-targets and sites would be in keeping with the observed enhancements in cellular 
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apoptotic killing and gene delivery through multi-electrode systems [101]. Conceivably, 
the multi-electrode systems provide sufficiently high electric fields at different locations 
and orientations within cells for greater bio-effects. 
4.5 Simulation Results of the Asymmetric Electroporation Model 
An interesting recent report in the context of plasma membrane poration by 
nanosecond-duration electric pulsing, has been the observation of voltage-sensitive and 
inward-rectifying membrane nanopores [142]. These nanopores were seen to be 
relatively stable for many minutes and significantly impacted the balance of cell 
electrolytes and water. The formation of nanopores and their extended lifetime were 
verified by non-electrophysiological methods, namely by fluorescent detection of cell 
uptake of small inorganic cations. For example, the cells were loaded with a Tl+-
sensitive fluorophore, and Tl+ uptake was used as a marker for nanoporation. It was 
conjectured that their nonlinear current-voltage (I-V) characteristics might be the result of 
an asymmetrical pore cross-section. This explanation was invoked on the basis of the 
striking similarity to the reported I-V response of synthetic nanopores that had 
deliberately been fabricated to have conical shapes [50, 61]. Although plausible, no firm 
quantitative assessments or reasons behind the formation of such non-cylindrical 
nanopore shapes were presented or discussed. In the following, the possible existence of 
asymmetric pores that could lead to inward membrane rectification is discussed. 
4.5.1 Simulation Results for Electrostatic Pore Energy 
Figure 29 shows the electrostatic pore energies for a cylindrical pore, a symmetric 
toroidal pore and asymmetric toroidal pores. The curves correspond to the different value 
of the ratios of the pore diameters at the top and bottom, respectively. Thus, a perfectly 
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toroidal pore would have equal diameters at the top and bottom, leading to "f = 1" as the 
factor. It is clear that electric pulsing favors pore formation because of the negative 
energy. In fact, if the electric pulse is left on, pores are predicted to grow until 
catastrophic cell rupture. The figure also shows that a cylindrical pore is the least favored 
energetically while asymmetric toroidal pores are more favored energetically. Another 
feature of Figure 29 is when f = 0 has the lowest energy, but corresponds to either the 
bottom radius (be ) being zero or the top radius (bj) being zero. Physically, however, 
because of the presence of an inner cytoskeleton, asymmetric pores with be nearly zero 
are most likely to form. 
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Figure 29. Electrostatic pore energy versus pore radius for different shapes of electropores. 
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Figure 30. Mechanical pore energy versus pore radius, (b) Expanded plot. 
Figure 30 shows mechanical pore energy for a symmetric toroidal pore and 
asymmetric toroidal pores. The results are opposite to those of electric pulsing induced 
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pores. Without pulsing, a symmetric pore is favored, and a minimum or stable pore radius 
occurs at about 0.8-1.0 nra. 
4.5.3 Simulation Results for Total Pore Energy 
Simulation results for total pore energy are shown in Figure 31. With electric pulsing, 
pores are predicted to form, but asymmetric or symmetric shape depends on pore radius; 
smaller pores are asymmetric, while larger pores are symmetric. 
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Figure 31. (a) Total pore energy versus pore radius, (b) Expanded plot. 
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4.5.4 Pore Dynamics and Closure 
We already discussed pore formation energy and both electrical and mechanical 
contributions to the pore energy that governs poration. A pore forms with certain radius 
and membrane thickness within electric pulsing. Figure 32 shows the "total energy 
surface" as a function of pore radius and membrane thickness when pulsing is off for a 
symmetric pore. 
Pore Radius (nm) 0 4 Membrane Thickness (nm) 
Figure 32. Total pore energy surface 
After the electric pulsing is off, only mechanical energy contributes to the pore 
energy. In the following, the simulation provides some quantitative measure of the pore 
closing times. This is an important aspect for "drug-delivery," since it determines the 
inflow and flux rates for molecules into cells. 
Time dependent kinetics of the pore closure were simulated using the rate equation 
model proposed by Chizmadzhev et al. [108]: 
dr _ Dr 8E 
dt ~ kT dr' 
(4.5.1) 
db Db 8E 
dt kT db 
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(4.5.2) 
where r is the pore radius, b the membrane thickness, and Dr and Db are the diffusion 
coefficients for the variables r and b, respectively. We assume both Dr and Db are 
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Figure 33. Simulation results for pore closure time. 
Figure 33 shows the simulation results with binitial = 2.5 ran, rinitial = 0.5 ran. The 
pores reach steady state after 0.6 us at about 1.25 nm. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
5.1 Research Summary 
Traditionally, external voltage effects on biological cells have focused on probing 
electroporation with pulse durations in the microsecond range or higher. Here analysis 
for the cellular membrane response to nanoseond pulsing at electric fields as high as 500 
kV/cm has been presented. It is argued that the conventional model of pore formation 
based on the continuum Smoluchowski equation needs to be modified by dynamic 
membrane tension term. Such variable tension is more physical and has been shown to 
correct for the high pore density predictions of the conventional model. Also, molecular 
dynamics results including temperature effects are discussed in this study. 
This study showed that high-intensity, short-duration electrical pulses could provide 
for a quick-acting, localized, and reversible cessation of biological electrical signaling 
pathways. This would have obvious applications in neurophysiology, clinical research, 
neuromuscular stimulation therapies, and even nonlethal bio-weapons development. The 
concept of arresting action potential propagation is based on creating a large density of 
electro-pores on the membrane of unmyelinated nerves. A self-consistent theoretical 
approach based on the Smoluchowski equation has been used to assess membrane 
electroporation by a high-intensity external pulse. It has been shown that a high-intensity, 
nanosecond electric pulse can generate a high density of pores. The resulting change in 
membrane conductance then presents an effective "electrical short" to an incident voltage 
wave traveling across the nerve. Thus, the local membrane potential at the affected node 
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is unable to rise significantly, which prevents current injection and activation of sodium 
channels downstream, thereby blocking AP propagation. It is predicted that poration at a 
single neural segment would be sufficient to produce an observable effect. Furthermore, 
an effective "strength-duration (SD)" curve, detailing the pulse duration necessary for 
attaining the requisite membrane shunt conductance for a given field amplitude was 
generated. 
Also, in this study, a simple model based rate equation treatment of the various 
cellular bio-chemical processes was used to predict the pulse number dependent cell 
survival trends. The bistable model incorporated the caspase-8 associated extrinsic 
pathway, the delay inherent in its activation, cytochrome c release, and the internal 
feedback mechanism between caspase-3 and Bid. Time-dependent evolution of the 
caspase concentrations and the various molecular species including caspase-3, Bid, t-Bid, 
Apoptosome, cytochrome c were simulated. Results obtained were roughly in keeping 
with the experimental cell-survival data. In particular, a pulse number threshold was 
predicted followed by a near-exponential fall-off. Also, the intrinsic pathway was shown 
to be much weaker as compared to the extrinsic mechanism for electric pulse induced cell 
apoptosis. Furthermore, since cell killing depended on the amounts of caspase-8 
activation and cytochrome c released, differing survival thresholds are to be expected 
between different cell types. For instance, previous experimental reports on electric 
pulsing of cells showed a relative lack of PS externalization in B16 cells, whereas Jurkat 
cells showed strong PS effects [65]. Our PS observation postulated various factors such 
as a more stable plasma membrane and higher energies required for electroporation and 
molecular transport across the internal energy landscape. Quite conceivably, then, since 
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DISC formation and molecular clustering is required for the ultimate cleavage of 
procaspase-8, one can expect B16 cells to have a lower degree of caspase-8 activation 
and, hence, cell death. This has been confirmed in some experiments, and Jurkats have 
been shown to be more susceptible to electric pulse killing. Other factors such as electric 
field assisted suppression of c-FLIP binding could also play a role in the overall 
dynamics but is difficult to model. Finally, it must be mentioned that the predicted 
variability associated with random number assignments suggests that multi-electrode 
systems with adjustable field orientations would likely reinforce cell apoptosis. 
Finally, an asymmetric electroporation model was discussed. With only electrostatic 
pore energy, a cylindrical pore is the least favored energetically while asymmetric 
toroidal pores are more favored energetically. When electric pulses are off, a symmetric 
pore is favored, and a minimum (or stable) pore radius occurs at about 0.8-1.0 nm. With 
electric pulsing, asymmetric or symmetric shape depends on pore radius: smaller pores 
are asymmetric, while larger pores are symmetric. This should lead to asymmetric current 
throughput across the cell membrane following electroporation. Such asymmetric 
current-voltage data has recently been obtained at the Center for Bioelectrics (Norfolk, 
VA.). Finally, the simulations provided some quantitative measure of the pore closing 
times. This is an important aspect for "drug-delivery," since it determines the inflow and 
flux rates for molecules into cells. 
5.2 Future Work 
More modeling and simulation work can be carried out to probe the inherent 
biophysics in cell membranes due to the application of the ultrashort, high-intensity 
electric pulses. For simplicity and proof of principle demonstration, single-pulsing will be 
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generally used, unless otherwise necessary. Besides probing the field-induced effects and 
their quantification, a secondary objective would be to focus on experimental data as 
available for direct comparisons. 
Some of the other areas of future research include the following aspects: 
(i) Conduct MD simulations of single pulses on proteins and ion-channels embedded in 
bilayer membranes. The Alamethicin channel is one candidate protein that will be tested 
because of its relatively simple structure and available molecular details, 
(ii) Conduct MD calculations of transmembrane voltages and electric fields for a given 
set of molecular structure and arrangement in the absence and presence of external 
pulsing. The situation in the absence of external pulsing would mimic the published 
results of Gurtovenko and Vattulainen [133] and serve as a validity check. The results 
with an external voltage pulse would be an extension of that report, 
(iii) Develop simple models for ion-channels that facilitate the inclusion of external 
electric fields effects. The model would then be included in the distributed circuit 
approach to predict ion transport through membrane following high intensity electric 
pulsing. 
(iv). Attempt kinetic-based simulations of simple ions and molecules through nanopores. 
The ions are relatively easy and have been studied on the basis of MD simulations. The 
extension of the work to molecules (e.g., PI or Trypan Blue) would have practical 
implications to electric field induced drug delivery and introduction of chemical species 
into cells. 
(v) Finally, extend some of the above tasks for multiple-pulsing scenarios. An important 
aspect in this context would be to gauge temperature changes, especially at the cell 
84 
membrane. Such temperature changes could alter the chemical kinetics and reaction rates 
of, for example, the release of caspase-8 at the membrane. For this an electro-thermal 
analysis would become necessary. 
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